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ABSTRACT
Thermoelectric materials have attractive applications in electric power generation
and solid-state cooling. The performance of a thermoelectric device depends on the
dimensionless figure of merit (ZT) of the material, defined as ZT = S 2 o-T / k, where S is
the Seebeck coefficient, o is the electrical conductivity, k is the thermal conductivity,
and T is the absolute temperature.
In recent years, the idea of using nanotechnology to further improve the figure of
merit of conventional thermoelectric materials has triggered active research and led to
many exciting results. Most of the reported ZT enhancements are based on thin films and
nanowires in which the thermal conductivity reduction plays a central role. We pursue
the nanocomposite approach as an alternative to superlattices in the quest for high ZT
materials. These nanocomposites are essentially nano-grained bulk materials that are
synthesized by hot pressing nanoparticles into a bulk form. The interfaces inside a
nanocomposite strongly scatter phonons but only slightly affect the charge carrier
transport. Therefore, we can significantly reduce the lattice thermal conductivity and
even somewhat increase the power factor S 2 U, resulting in higher ZT than for bulk
materials. Compared with expensive thin-film superlattices, nanocomposites will have
significant advantages in mass production, device construction and operation.
This thesis covers my studies on bismuth antimony telluride nanocomposites and
some recent work on Co 4Sb12-based nanocomposites. In bismuth antimony telluride
nanocomposites, we have achieved a peak ZT of 1.4 at 100 'C, a 40% increase in ZT
over the bulk material. This is the first significant ZT increase in this material system in
fifty years. The same approach has also yielded a peak ZT around 1.2 in Yb filled
Co4Sbi 2 nanocomposites. During the process, great efforts were dedicated to assuring
accurate and dependable property measurements of thermoelectric nanocomposites. In
addition to comparing measurement results between the commercial setups and a home-
built measurement system, the high ZT obtained in bismuth antimony telluride
nanocomposites was further confirmed by a device cooling test.
To better understand the measured thermoelectric properties of nanocomposites,
theoretical analysis based on the Boltzmann transport equation was performed.
Furthermore, frequency-dependent Monte Carlo simulations of the phonon transport were
conducted on 2D periodic porous silicon and 3D silicon nanocomposites. In the
thermoelectrics field, the latter one provided the first accurate prediction for phonon size
effects in a given nanocomposite. For charge carriers in thermoelectric nanocomposites,
their transport can be significantly affected by the interfacial electronic states. To address
this, impedance measurements were conducted on nanocomposites to determine the
electronic barrier height at the grain interfaces, which is critical for the detailed
theoretical analysis of the interfacial charge transport and energy conversion processes.
Although large amount of work has been done using this technique to understand the
defect states and the barrier height on the grain boundaries of polycrystalline silicon or
oxides, this method has not been applied to thermoelectric materials. Along another line,
a simple bandgap measurement technique with nanopowders was developed based on the
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy. This provided a convenient way to quickly
check the bandgaps of various thermoelectric nanocomposites, which is also crucial for
theoretical studies.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
To meet emerging energy challenges, significant contributions can be made by
revolutionary technologies that can effectively harvest waste heat, which accounts for
roughly two-thirds of the total consumed energy in the modem era [1]. Solid-state
thermoelectric (TE) devices can be potentially utilized for large-scale waste heat recovery,
with attractive features such as absence of moving parts, high reliability, and
environmental friendliness [2-4]. Currently, TE power generators have been developed
to potentially produce electricity from the waste heat in car exhaust gas [5], drive a
wristwatch by converting body heat into the electrical power [6], and harvest heat for low
power applications such as wireless sensor networks, mobile devices, and even medical
applications [7]. On the other hand, TE devices can also be operated in the refrigeration
mode and commercial products are available on the market. The applications can be
found in dormitory and small refrigerators, coolers for laser systems, car seat
cooler/heaters, and chip-scale coolers for photonics and microelectronics [8].
1.1 Introduction to Thermoelectrics
Thermoelectric devices are based on the Seebeck effect (for power generation)
and the Peltier effect (for refrigeration), both of which were discovered in the 1800s [2].
In the power generation mode (Fig. 1. 1B), a temperature difference is applied across a TE
device so that hot-side charge carriers (electrons or holes) would diffuse to the cold side.
Under the open-circuit condition, the cold side will end up with a higher charge carrier
concentration. An internal electric field is eventually built up inside each leg to counter
further thermal diffusion of charge carriers. For each leg, the negative of the built up
voltage AV over the applied temperature difference AT yields its Seebeck coefficient,
defined as S -- AV/ AT . If we connect a TE device with an external circuit, an
electrical current will be driven by the internal electrical field and electrical power is
harvested from the device. For the refrigeration or cooling mode (Fig. 1.lA), an
electrical current is passed through a TE device and charge carriers will carry heat from
one side to the other, creating a temperature difference across the device. One advantage
of TE devices in these applications is that we can easily switch the hot and cold sides by
reversing the current direction. Therefore, a TE device can be used as either a heat pump
or a cooler for the same setup, which brings tremendous convenience for temperature-
control applications.




Figure 1.1 Two basic operation modes of a TE device.
The performance of a thermoelectric device, including power generators and
refrigerators, depends on the dimensionless figure of merit (ZT) of the material, defined
as ZT = S2 o-T /k, where S is the Seebeck coefficient, a is the electrical conductivity,
k is the thermal conductivity, and T is the absolute temperature. Since the 1950s,
persistent efforts were dedicated to improve ZT values of TE materials, but the maximum
ZT of commercially available materials still remained at 1. As a result, the efficiencies of
TE devices are still much lower than that of a traditional mechanical cycle, which
significantly limits the applications of TE technologies [9].
1.2 Thermoelectric Nanocomposites
In recent years, the idea of using nanotechnology to further improve the figure of
merit of conventional TE materials has triggered active research and yielded many
exciting results. Over the last decade, several groups have reported enhanced ZT in
superlattices such as Bi2Te3/Sb2Te3 [10] and PbSeo.98Teo.02/PbTe [11], and new bulk
materials, such as silver antimony lead telluride (LAST) and its alloys [12], and
skutterudites [13]. In most of the reported ZT enhancements, thermal conductivity
reduction plays a central role. Based on previous studies, the significant thermal
conductivity reductions observed in superlattices can be mainly attributed to phonon
diffuse scattering from internal interfaces, and the periodicity of superlattices is not a
necessary condition [14-16]. This conclusion motivates us to pursue the nanocomposite
approach as an alternative to superlattices in the quest for high ZT materials. By hot
pressing nanoparticles into a bulk form, the nanocomposite approach provides a cost-
effective way to obtain high ZT bulk materials, which will have significant advantages in
mass production, device construction and operation compared with the thin-film
superlattice structures. The interfaces inside a nanocomposite will strongly scatter
phonons but slightly affect the charge carrier transport. Therefore, we can significantly
reduce the lattice thermal conductivity kL and even somewhat increase the power factor
S2o-, resulting in higher ZT than for bulk materials.
As a successful demonstration of the nanocomposite approach, we have achieved
a peak ZT of 1.4 at 100 'C in our nanostructured bismuth antimony telluride (BiSbTe)
bulk alloys (also called BiSbTe nanocomposites in literature) [17], a 40% increase in ZT
over the bulk material. This is the first significant ZT increase in this material system in
fifty years. These nanocomposites are made by hot pressing nanopowders formed from
high energy ball milling commercial ingots. To avoid the ingot formation step, we
synthesized nanocomposites starting from ball milling elemental chunks (bismuth,
antimony, and tellurium) and obtained a peak ZT about 1.3 [18]. In addition to bismuth
antimony telluride nanocomposites, we also applied the same approach to skutterudites,
in which a peak ZT around 1.2 is achieved in Yb filled CoSb 3 nanocomposites [19].
Other successful examples of this approach can be found in nanostructured bulk silicon
or silicon germanium alloys [20-23].
1.3 Fundamental Studies of TE Nanocomposites
In addition to material synthesis and characterization, I also dedicated tremendous
efforts to the fundamental studies of TE nanocomposites. As an overview of the
following chapters, the background information of a few important topics is first given
here.
Theoretical Analysis Based on the Boltzmann Transport Equation. Despite
the advancement in high thermoelectric performance materials, detailed theoretical
studies are still required to better understand the electron and phonon transport inside
nanocomposites. Based on the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) under the relaxation
time approximation, I carried out detailed theoretical analysis on the measured TE
properties of our nanocomposites. Such analysis provides important guidance of
engineering phonon and electron transport inside nanocomposites and can be extremely
useful for the future development of TE nanocomposites.
Frequency-dependent Monte Carlo simulations of Phonon Transport. For
phonon transport inside nanocomposites, theoretical analysis based on the BTE provides
a good starting point but it is not expected to be very accurate. The geometry of a
calculated nanocomposite is only reflected on the scattering rate term v / I, where v is the
phonon group velocity and / is the averaged grain size. The exact geometry of the
structure, even the interface density (interface area per unit volume [24,25]), cannot be
exactly treated in the analysis. To take the exact geometry into account, the lattice
thermal conductivities of various periodic structures were computed by either
numerically solving the BTE [26-31] or Monte Carlo (MC) simulations [24,32].
However, all these calculations were based on the gray medium approximation, i.e., a
frequency-independent phonon mean free path (MFP). This approximation could lead to
a significant underestimation of phonon size effects inside micro- to nano-structured bulk
materials. To obtain more accurate thermal conductivity predictions, I have conducted
Monte Carlo simulations on 2D periodic porous silicon [33] and 3D silicon
nanocomposites [34]. In the past, very few papers performed frequency-dependent MC
simulations on thin films [35], nanowires [36-38], or ID transient phonon transport [39].
My work is the first attempt to apply the Monte Carlo method to more complicated
geometries with inclusion of frequency-dependent phonon scattering. It should be noted
that my Monte Carlo simulation code can also be extended to transient cases, which is
discussed at the end of Chap. 4.
Interface Studies of Nano-grain Boundaries. Electron transport in
nanostructured TE materials can be significantly affected by the interfacial electronic
states [40]. To better understand the charge carrier transport process across the grain
interfaces, I have conducted interface capacitance measurements to find out the electronic
barrier height at the interfaces, which is critical for the detailed theoretical analysis of the
interfacial charge transport and energy conversion processes. Although large amount of
work has been done using the technique to understand the defect states and the barrier
height of polycrystalline silicon grain boundaries [41-45], this method has not been
applied to TE materials. Challenges associated with application of the capacitance
measurement technique to TE materials will be discussed in Chap. 5.
Bandgap Measurement of Nanopowders. In theoretical analysis of charge
carrier transport, one important parameter is the band gap of a material. For TE
nanocomposites, in some cases the optimized composition diverges a lot from that for
their bulk counterparts. One example can be our YbxCo 4Sb] 2 nanocomposites [19], in
which the optimized x value (0.35) is even higher than the highest reported x value
(0.29) for bulk samples [46]. Such a contrast in compositions may lead to a non-
negligible difference in band gaps. Other factors, including local composition/structure
variations inside nanocomposites, could also affect their band gaps. Keeping these in
mind, it is important for us to develop a simple measurement technique to quickly check
the band gaps of various TE nanocomposites. In Chap. 5, Fourier Transform Infrared
Spectroscopy (FTIR) is applied to ball milled nanopowders to obtain their absorption
pattern, from which the band gap can possibly be extracted. This attempt may introduce
a new characterization tool to future TE research.
1.4 The Scope and Organization of this Thesis
As a summary of my work on TE nanocomposites, I try to keep a good balance
between theories and experiments in this thesis, and better connect the fundamental
physics with material synthesis. All discussions are focused on two types of
nanocomposites: nanostructured BiSbTe bulk alloys [17,18] and YbxCo 4Sbi 2
nanocomposites [19]. The thesis is organized as following:
In Chap. 2, major experimental aspects of TE nanocomposites are introduced in
detail, including material synthesis, characterization, and device cooling test. Concerns
and challenges are discussed for each topic. These nanocrystalline bulk materials were
made by hot-pressing nanopowders obtained from high energy ball milling either
commercial ingots [17] or element chunks [18,19]. Tremendous efforts were dedicated to
assuring accurate and dependable measurements of their TE properties. In addition to
comparing measurement results between commercial setups and my home-built
measurement system, a device cooling test was also conducted to confirm the high ZT
obtained in our nanostructured BiSbTe bulk alloys.
In Chap. 3, detailed theoretical analysis based on the BTE under the relaxation
time approximation is carried out on measured thermal and electrical properties of
nanocomposites. Such analysis is important for us to understand the fundamental physics
of TE nanocomposites, and thus provide useful guidance for future improvement on their
properties.
To obtain more accurate lattice thermal conductivity predictions, in Chap. 4
frequency-dependent MC simulations of phonon transport are conducted on 2D periodic
porous silicon and 3D silicon nanocomposites. In the TE field, the latter one provides the
first accurate prediction for phonon size effects in specified nanocomposites. With more
accurate information on phonon MFPs in other materials, frequency-dependent MC
simulations of phonon transport can also be conducted for their nanocomposites to
provide useful guidance for material synthesis.
In Chap. 5, bandgap measurements of nanopowders and grain-interface
capacitance measurements on nanocomposites are discussed in detail. Finally, Chap. 6
concludes the thesis with recommended research directions. Continued work on these
topics can be important for the future development of TE nanocomposites.
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Chapter 2. Material Synthesis, Characterization,
and Device Cooling Test
This chapter covers several major experimental aspects of my nanocomposite
research, from material synthesis, characterization, to device cooling test. As a
collaborating effort, the material synthesis was performed at Boston College, whereas I
was mainly responsible for the sample characterization, device testing, and theoretical
explanations of all measured properties. Nanocomposites of two important materials
systems are discussed here, including p-type bismuth antimony telluride nanocomposites
(also called nanostructured BixSb 2-xTe 3 bulk alloys in the literature) [1-4], and n-type
YbxCo 4Sbl2nanocomposites [5]. These nanocrystalline bulk materials were made by hot-
pressing nanopowders obtained from high energy ball milling either commercial ingots
[1,3] or element chunks [2,4-6].
2.1 Brief Review of Thermoelectric Nanocomposites
In 1993, Dresselhaus and co-workers first proposed using quantum wells to
increase the power factor via quantum confinement of electrons and reduce thermal
conductivity via phonon size effects [7]. As a practical implementation of these
quantum-well structures, various superlattices were widely studied and enhanced ZT
were reported in superlattices such as Bi 2Te3/Sb 2Te 3 [8] and PbSeo. 98Teo.02/PbTe [9]. It
has been demonstrated that observed ZT enhancement mainly resulted from the thermal
conductivity reduction. Based on previous studies in our group, the significant thermal
conductivity reductions observed in superlattices can be mainly attributed to phonon
diffuse scattering on the internal interfaces, and the periodicity of superlattices is not a
necessary condition [10-12]. This conclusion motivates us to pursue the nanocomposite
approach as an alternative to superlattices in the quest for high ZT materials [11-15]. In
general, nanocomposites have two forms: 1) nanostructures (e.g., nanoparticles,
nanowires) embedded in a host matrix material, 2) a heterostructure geometry with
nanoparticles of different materials adjacent to each other. When all nanoparticles are of
the same material, the second form becomes nano-grained bulk materials, which is the
case for most of our nanocomposites.
For the nanostructure-in-a-host form, thermal conductivity reduction was
achieved by adding BN and B4C nanoparticles into a SiGe alloy but the net gain in ZT
was small due to the electrical conductivity deterioration [16]. This is because the added
inert particles possess a large band gap and thus a higher electric potential barrier to
scatter electrons in addition to phonons. It was suggested that constituent materials in
nanocomposites should have significant differences in lattice properties, but negligible
differences in electronic properties [12]. This can be treated as a general rule of choosing
suitable nano-inclusions for ZT enhancement. With a hot pressing procedure, the
effective thermal conductivity of a Bi 2Te3 nanocomposite with tubular Bi2Te3 nanowire
inclusions was reduced, leading to a 25% increase in ZT compared to homogenous bulk
materials [17]. Similarly, the thermal conductivity of PbTe was significantly reduced by
dispersing Sb or InSb nanocrystals into it but other material properties were not measured
for ZT calculations [18]. In other attempts, nanoscale precipitates were induced inside
bulk samples by thermal processing techniques. High ZTs have been reported in n-type
AgPbTe2/PbTe [19], n-type Pb SnTe/PbS [20], and p-type Na Pb,,SbTe,+2 [21]. With
Si precipitates formed in PbTe doped with PbI2, the mechanical robustness was improved
though the optimized ZT was only 0.9 at 675 K [22].
Collaborating with Prof. Zhifeng Ren's group at Boston College, we have carried
out research on the second form of a nanocomposite, i.e., nanoparticle composites [1-6].
In BiSbTe nanocomposites, nano-sized precipitates are further induced inside nanograins
and contribute to the thermal conductivity reduction. With the same ball mill and hot
press techniques, enhanced thermoelectric performance in various nanocomposites was
also reported by other groups [23-27].
2.2 Material Synthesis
As mentioned before, the synthesis of nanocomposites has two steps: nanoparticle
preparation and hot press [1-6]. At the beginning of this nanocomposite research, we
pursued preparing Bi2Te3 and other types of nanoparticles (e.g. Bi 2Se3, Sb2Te3) by a wet
chemistry method. However, the hot-pressed Bi 2Te 3nanocomposites were all confirmed
to be n-type by Seebeck coefficient measurements, whereas bulk Bi2Te 3 samples with the
same compositions are expected to be p-type (Fig. 2.1). The low Seebeck coefficients in
nanocomposites thus obtained resulted in ZT values much lower than their bulk
counterpart. The same problems were also found in nanocomposites hot pressed from
Bi2Te 3 together with Sb 2Te 3nanoparticles. In the literature, it was found that oxidation of
Bi2Te 3particles will function as donors and thus change the type of hot-pressed samples
[28]. Low Seebeck coefficients are expected due to the cancellation of Seebeck
coefficient contributions from electrons and holes. We verified this fact by hot pressing
the same commercial Bi2Te 3 micro-particles with and without hydrogen reduction. In
preliminary tests, a sample made from hydrogen reduced Bi 2Te 3 particles (named "Bi2Te 3
050406 with H2 reduction" in Fig. 2.1) became p-type, while the comparison sample
without hydrogen reduction was still n-type ("Bi2Te 3 042806 no H2 reduction"). It should
be noted that oxygen was not completely removed by H2 reduction in Sample "Bi2Te 3
050406" and its Seebeck coefficient still became negative above 130 'C (Fig. 2.2). The
existence of oxygen in earlier hot pressed samples was also confirmed by energy
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Figure 2.1 Seebeck coefficients as a function of Te percentage for selected Bi2Te 3
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Figure 2.2 Temperature-dependent Seebeck coefficient of Sample "Bi 2Te 3 050406 with
H2 reduction" in Fig. 2.1.
Despite the success in obtaining the right sign of the Seebeck coefficient, its
absolute value was still much lower than that for the bulk counterpart. In practice, it was
difficult to remove all oxygen inside particles by hydrogen reduction to achieve expected
Seebeck coefficients. In addition, the high reaction temperature (~400 C) could also
lead to particle sintering during the hydrogen reduction process and nano-features will be
lost in hot-pressed samples. Keeping these in mind, we switched to preparing
nanoparticles by high energy ball milling, a simple and cheap physical method. To do
this, commercial ingots or element chunks (with the right molar ratio between elements)
were cut into centimeter sized pieces and loaded into a zirconia jar inside the glove box in
an Ar atmosphere. A few zirconia balls (5-15 mm size) were also added and sealed. The
sealed jar was placed into a high energy ball mill. The exact ball milling time was
optimized for different nanocomposites and the obtained nanoparticle sizes were mostly
below 50 nm. Compared with the wet chemistry method, high energy ball mill with Ar
protection eliminates the possibility of oxidation and is more suitable for mass production.
While making nanopowders, our collaborators at Boston College (BC) also
constructed two hot press setups, a Plasma Pressure Compaction (P2C) device (Fig. 2.3)
and a furnace heating device (Fig. 2.4). Our BC collaborators did a series of tests with
both setups to find out the optimized conditions for making various TE nanocomposites.
In the P2C device, the high current going through packed nanoparticles creates fast Joule
heating while the piston applies high pressure. Nanoparticles are compacted into the bulk
form (disk shape) during the process. For the furnace hot press setup, nanoparticles
under high pressure are heated inside a furnace to form nanocomposites. Generally
speaking, furnace hot press requires longer time (30 min to 1 hr) to form consolidated
nanocomposites, while P2C hot press can be much faster (a few minutes). As a result,
nanocomposites synthesized by the P2C setup have preferred smaller grain sizes because
of the much shorter heating period. Compared with furnace hot press, the faster P2C hot
press is also more suitable for mass production. Due to the difference in heating methods,
nanocomposites produced by the P2C device are more uniform in their materials
properties, while nanocomposites from the furnace hot press often have apparent property
change from the center to edges. Because of its many advantages, the P2 C device was
used to synthesize most of our later samples though we started the nanocomposite
research with the furnace hot press setup.
P2C unit
graphite-plate with cooling water
plunger +
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Force for
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Figure 2.3 Plasma Pressure Compaction (P2C) hot press setup.
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Figure 2.4 Furnace heating hot press setup.
2.3 Material Characterization
2.3.1 Review of Thermoelectric Property Measurements
One of the most important aspects of thermoelectrics research is the materials
characterization. For bulk TE materials, a 20% ZT increase is significant. Due to
measurement errors in individual properties, ZTs calculated from o-, k, S values can
easily have a 10-20% error and thus cause arguments for published high ZT results. For
instance, a ZT of 1.64 at 800 'C was reported in TiO.1 , [29], which was claimed as the
highest ZT value around this temperature. However, this result was never reproduced in
our own tests, where the highest ZT was only 0.23 (Fig. 2.5) with optimized x =1.83 in
TiOx ( ! x 5 2 ) [30]. Such a big contrast in ZT values may be attributed to
undependable measurements conducted in Ref. 29. Accurate measurements become
more challenging for superlattices and more inconsistencies can be found in the literature.
As an example, Harman et al. reported ZT =1.6 at T=300 K for PbTe/PbSe nanodots
superlattices (NDSLs) [9]. This ZT value was determined by measuring the maximum
temperature change produced by a TE device where one leg of the device was the NDSL
and the other leg was a gold wire. The lattice thermal conductivity was extracted from
the ZT value and separately measured electrical properties. At room temperature, it was
estimated as 0.33 W/m-K, in comparison with 2.01 W/m-K for bulk PbTe. Recently,
Cahill and co-workers found that the lattice thermal conductivities of NDSLs were
actually similar to PbTei-xSex alloys with the same average composition, without benefit
from nanostructuring [31]. Using data for the in-plane power factor S2a and the through-
thickness thermal conductivity, a maximum ZT of 0.6 was calculated at 300 K and casted
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Figure 2.5 ZT of various TiOx samples [30]. The optimized composition was found to
be TiO1 .83 , with ZT~0.23 at 800 'C.
As a general overview, a few important issues in TE property measurements are
listed as below:
1) For Bi2Te3 and Sb2Te3, their bulk materials have layered crystal structures [32]
and are strongly anisotropic in transport properties [33,34]. Although they become more
isotropic in a composite form with randomized grain crystal orientations, it is still
important to verify this in measurements [1,3]. In some studies, electrical properties were
typically measured along the in-plane direction of a hot-pressed disc, while the thermal
diffusivity was measured along the out-of-plane direction by a laser flash setup. This
may yield significant ZT overestimations in Bi 2Te3 and Sb2Te3 nanocomposites, which
could be the case for high ZT values reported in Ref. 35.
2) In high-temperature Seebeck coefficient measurements, we should pay
attention to the temperature difference AT, between a sample and a thermocouple,
caused by the thermal contact resistance RC between the two and sample heat leakage Q,
through the thermocouple. Temperature reading errors from AT, become critical for
thick thermocouples using pressure contacts. In heat transfer, AT,.=RQ, and AT, can
be reduced by decreasing either RC or Q,. The former one can be achieved by spark
welding or soldering thermocouples onto a sample. To lower Q1, thinner thermocouples
can be used but it is not practical for pressure contacts. In some experimental setups, the
middle part of a thermocouple is thermally grounded to a region with a temperature close
to the sample surface temperature. Close to the sample, the temperature gradient along a
thermocouple is removed and heat leakage Q, can be eliminated.
3) Cautions should also be taken for possible contaminations between
thermocouples and measured materials at high temperatures. For example,
thermocouples using platinum are readily contaminated by contact with elements such as
lead, zinc, phosphorus, arsenic and silicon [36]. In measurements of SiGe
nanocomposites, the type R thermocouple (platinum-rhodium alloy) reading can be
significantly changed after such contaminations, resulting in wrongly measured Seebeck
coefficients. Although an impervious sheath can be utilized to shield these
thermocouples, AT,. is increased due to the existence of the sheath. On the other hand,
elements in thermocouples can also be toxic to some TE materials and change their
properties during measurements. Keeping these in mind, we always need to check the
phase diagram between all elements in thermocouples and TE materials before
measurements.
2.3.2 Home-Built Measurement System
My measurement efforts are mainly focused on developing a home-built system
that can measure all three thermoelectric properties in the same run. This is especially
important for samples that change their properties during high-temperature measurements.
In this case, measuring individual properties in separated runs may lead to significant
errors in the calculated ZT. This measurement setup is based on a commercial cryostat
chamber system working from liquid nitrogen temperature up to 500 "C under vacuum.
The vacuum level is normally around 6x 10-5 torr with a mechanical-turbo pump system,
and 10-3 torr only with a mechanical pump. Due to the usage of soldering for electrical
connections, all measurements are limited to temperatures below 300 0C. We can remove
this restriction by replacing soldering with conductive glues such as platinum pastes.
Our hot pressed disk-shaped samples are 12.7 mm in diameter and 2 mm in
thickness. To measure their properties, bars of about 2x2x12 mm are cut and polished
from the pressed disks for thermoelectric properties characterization (Fig. 2.6). Figure
2.7 illustrates the method used for temperature-dependent property measurements and Fig.
2.8 displays the photo of the real setup. The sample is first glued onto a copper or
aluminum stand by an alumina paste. The stand will be later screwed onto the cold-
finger sample holder inside the cryostat chamber for temperature-dependent
measurements. Two 1 mil Pt wires are spark welded onto the middle part of the bar
sample as voltage probes for both thermal diffusivity measurements and four-probe
electrical conductivity measurements. In addition, two thermocouples are soldered onto
both ends of the sample. To do this, both ends of the sample are first plated with nickel
with a nickel plating pen. On top of the sample, a heater is glued with alumina pastes,
with two current injection wires soldered onto the heater. My setup greatly accelerates
the sample-mounting process and also shows good repeatability in systematic tests.
Methods to measure the electrical conductivity, thermal diffusivity, and Seebeck
coefficient are described below.
Bars diced along the in-plane
directionls
Thick disk for out-of-plane
property measurement
Figure 2.6 Hot pressed disk-shaped samples and bars diced along the in-plane direction
of disks. The hot press direction is always along the axial direction (out-of-plane
direction) of a disk sample. To check the out-of-plane electrical properties, we also hot
pressed very thick disks and diced bars along its axial direction.
Heater
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Figure 2.7 Experimental setup of temperature-dependent property measurements.
radiation shield
Sample holde Mel
Figure 2.8 Photo of the real experiment setup. The floating ends of all wires are tightly
twisted onto thicker extension wires and then fixed by soldering them onto the eight
soldering terminals of the sample holder. These extension wires are further connected to
feedthroughs of the cryostat chamber to convey signals out of the vacuum. The Al stand
will be bent to block the front side of the sample after its mounting.
Thermal Diffusivity Measurements. The simplest thermal conductivity
measurement is based on one-dimensional heat conduction along a bar sample in a good
vacuum [34]. In the steady state, the amount of heat Q flowing through a sample is
related to the temperature difference AT developed across the sample by Q = kAAT / L,
in which A is the sample cross sectional area, L is the sample length, and the thermal
conductivity k can thus be calculated from the measured Q and AT . Despite its
simplicity, the steady-state measurements become inaccurate for TE samples whose
thermal conductivities are typically less than 5 W/m-K. In this case, radiation loss along
the sample sidewalls can no longer be neglected. As a result, Q significantly decays
along the sample and errors will occur in calculations assuming conserved Q. To avoid
such inaccuracies, we exploit the Angstr6m method that is independent of the radiation
heat loss on the sample sidewalls [37]. In this measurement, the top of a bar sample is
periodically heated and sinusoidal temperature variations of two separated points along a
sample are recorded. Assuming that the radiation heat transfer coefficient remains
constant along the sample, Angstrim [37] shows that thermal diffusivity a can be
calculated by
a = M' (2-1)
2At ln
N
in which I is the distance between two points, M and N are the sinusoidal temperature
variations at individual points, and At is the phase difference between the two
temperature curves (Fig. 2.9). Typically At is in the range of 2-20 s for the used ac
heating current frequency (25-35 mHz). With measured thermal diffusivity a , the
thermal conductivity can be calculated by k = pCa, in which the specific heat C and
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Figure 2.9 Temperature variations of two separated points along a bar sample.
At the beginning, the temperatures of the selected two points are read from
thermocouples spark welded onto a sample. However, such a spark welding process was
found to be very difficult. To save the time for sample mounting, I changed the setup to
eliminate the need of welding two thermocouples, and instead used a single 1 mil Pt wire
at each point [34], as is shown in Figs. 2.7 and 2.8. Because of the much smaller
diameter of a single 1 mil wire, it became easier to induce sparks at the wire tip (stronger
local electrical field for sharper wires) and the repeatability of spark welding was
significantly improved. The new setup takes advantage of the high Seebeck coefficients
of TE samples. Neglecting the Seebeck coefficient change along a sample periodically
heated on its top, the Seebeck voltage developed between each Pt wire and the bottom
alumel leg is proportional to the real temperature drop (see Fig. 2.7). Therefore, we can
simply record the voltage signals to extract the amplitude and phase information of the
corresponding temperature variations. Because our TE nanocomposites have much
higher Seebeck coefficients than thermocouple wires, the voltage signals in the improved
setup are stronger and better accuracies can be achieved with an increased signal-to-noise
ratio.
Electrical Conductivity Measurements. Because of the low electrical resistance
of our TE samples (- 10 mQ), four-probe electrical measurements are employed to avoid
the influence of the electrical contact resistance in the two-probe electrical conductivity
measurements. In this case, alumel legs in the top and bottom thermocouples are used for
the current injection, while the two Pt wires are utilized as voltage probes (see Figs. 2.7
and 2.8). To ensure one dimensional current flow, each voltage probe is positioned to be
away from it nearest sample end by a distance no shorter than the sample cross section
dimension (-2 mm) [38].
With a dc current passing through a TE sample, the measured voltage can be
expressed as V = IR + SAT, in which I is the current, R is the sample resistance, S is
the Seebeck coefficient, and AT is the temperature difference between the voltage probes.
This AT mostly originates from the Peltier heating and cooling at the current injection
ends. To eliminate the SAT term, an ac current is used instead in measurements so that a
AT will not be developed between voltage probes because of alternate heating and
cooling on each end [39]. For our low thermal diffusivity samples, the ac temperature
oscillations on both current injection ends, caused by Peltier heating/cooling (frequency
f ) and ac Joule heating (frequency at least 2 f ) on soldering junctions, are restricted to a
length on the order of a /f . With a typical thermal diffusivity a =1 x 10~6 m2/s and an
ac frequency f =250 Hz, we estimate this length to be 0.06 mm, indicating negligible
influence on voltage measurement regions.
In a different method called the "dc method", the SAT term can be cancelled out
by suddenly switching the current polarization, in which the voltage jump at this instant
equals 21R [40]. Similarly, the current I can also be suddenly zeroed and the voltage
jump will equal IR in this situation. The assumption here is that the sample temperature
changes are much slower than the transient voltage reading speed. For our bulk samples
with low thermal diffusivities, the time constant of the temperature changes is on the
order of 100 s, which is much larger than the voltage sampling interval (104 s). In room-
temperature tests, the divergence between ac and dc measurements is within 2% for the
same sample.
In measurements, the injected ac current is ramped up and down and the
corresponding ac voltages are recorded along the way. Special attention should be paid
to high-temperature electrical conductivity measurements. Because the top end of the
sample is thermally floated, the mounted sample is not thermally symmetric and
relatively large AT (~2 K) can still be developed across the sample even in ac
measurements. We can decompose this AT into the dc part and ac part. As discussed
before, temperature ac oscillations on both ends will not affect the voltage measurement
region. On the other hand, changing the injected current will lead to notable variations in
the dc part of AT, mainly caused by the Joule heat generated in the current loop and
sidewall radiation loss along the sample. After each current adjustment, we need to wait
for a long enough time (100 s) before taking voltage measurements. Otherwise, the
unsaturated dc part of AT will distort the sinusoidal voltage signals and the amplitude of
the measured ac voltage will still change with time. The I-V curves thus obtained will
not pass the origin.
The sample resistance R is obtained from the slope of the linear I-V curve. The
criteria for a dependable measurement is that the I-V curves for the injection current
ramping up and down must overlap each other, pass the origin, and have good linearity
(R2 >0.99). The electrical conductivity a can then be calculated by a = L / AR , in
which A is again sample cross section area, the length L is the separation between
voltage probes. In practice, L is read under a microscope equipped with a ruler in one
optical lens. Compared with voltage probes glued onto a sample by an epoxy, errors in
L can be minimized using spark welded thin wires.
Seebeck Coefficient Measurements. The Seebeck coefficients are
measured with the two soldered thermocouples on both ends of a bar sample. The slope
method [34] is utilized for Seebeck coefficient measurements, and the alumel legs of the
thermocouples are also used as voltage probes. This eliminates the need for additional
voltage probes. By ramping up the heating power of the heater, the temperature
difference AT (2-5 K) across a sample is measured along with the corresponding voltage




where is the slope of the obtained AT vs. AV curve, SAu.,l is the alumel wire
dAT
Seebeck coefficient evaluated at the average temperature of the sample.
2.3.3 Commercial Measurement Systems
Due to the temperature limit of the home-built measurement system, we
purchased a commercial laser flash [41] system (LFA 457 Nanoflash, Netzsch
Instruments, Inc.) for thermal diffusivity measurements from room temperature to 1100
C. This system can directly measure thermal diffusivities along the out-of-plane (axial)
direction of a disk sample. In contrast, bar sample measurements based on the
Angstr6m's method give thermal diffusivities along the bar direction, i.e., the in-plane
direction of a disk sample. For the same sample, we can compare the two measurements
to check the thermal conductivity isotropy of TE nanocomposites. In our laser flash
setup, up to three samples can be loaded for each run. If we also need to measure the
specific heat along with thermal diffusivities, one of the three samples should be a
standard reference sample. In this case, nanocomposite disks should have the same
thickness as the standard reference disk (1 or 2 mm). The inaccuracies of the specific
heat measured by the laser flash system are normally 5%. To be more accurate, we use a
commercial differential scanning calorimeter (DSC 200-F3, Netzsch Instruments, Inc.)
for specific heat measurements up to 600 'C.
For Seebeck coefficient and electrical conductivity measurements, our Boston
College collaborators purchased a commercial system (ZEM-3, Ulvac, Inc.) that can
conduct bar sample measurements up to 1000 'C. The dc current-switching technique
mentioned earlier is used for electrical conductivity measurements. For the same bar
sample, the electrical properties measured by my home-built system agreed well with the
results from the ZEM-3 system. The calculated power factors diverged within 3%
(system errors) in the investigated 25-200 'C temperature range.
In addition to the above systems, we also purchased a 7604 Hall Effect System
from Lakeshore, which exploits the van der Pauw method [42] to measure electrical
conductivities and carrier concentrations from room temperature up to 500 'C for a thin
disk sample. To ensure 2D electrical measurements required by data processing, the
sample thickness must be at least 12-15 times smaller than its cross-section dimension
according to electrical conductivity calibrations. In tests, relative errors were generally
within 5% between the electrical conductivities measured with the 7604 system and those
measured by the ZEM-3 system. For carrier concentration measurements, the 7604
system worked well for materials such as bismuth antimony telluride nanocomposites,
with carrier concentrations on the order of 1 x 1019 cm-3. However, bad repeatability was
found for skutterudite nanocomposites (carrier concentrations up to 1 x 1021 cm-3) because
of the weak signals for high carrier concentrations. In the future, we may replace the
voltmeter in the 7604 system with a nano-voltmeter to achieve better accuracies in carrier
concentration measurements.
2.4 High-ZT Nanocomposites
This section is focused on two types of high-ZT nanocomposites. The P2C device
was used to hot press these nanocomposites. For BiSbTe nanocomposites (composition
denoted by BixSb 2-xTe3), a peak ZT around 1.4 was achieved in samples hot pressed from
nanopowders obtained by ball milling commercial BiSbTe ingots [1,3]. In comparison,
the peak ZT of the state-of-art (SOA) BiSbTe ingot has remained about 1 for over 50
years. In the following work, we avoided the ingot formation step and prepared
nanopowders by ball milling Bi, Sb, and Te element chunks [2,4]. A peak ZT around 1.3
was accomplished in these more cost-effective nanocomposites. The typical operation
temperature of BiSbTe nanocomposites ranges from room temperature to 250 'C. For
higher operation temperatures, we worked on Co4Sb12-based nanocomposites [5,6] that
are mainly used for the 200-600 'C temperature range. In n-type Ybo. 35Co4Sbu2
nanocomposites, a peak ZT around 1.2 was obtained at 550 'C [5].
2.4.1 P-Type Bismuth Antimony Telluride Nanocomposites
Nanopowder Preparation by High Energy Ball Milling. Nanopowders
obtained by ball milling commercial BiSbTe ingots were studied in detail [1,3]. Figure
2.10 shows the x-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of the nanopowders after ball milling (Fig.
2.1OA), scanning electron microscope (SEM) image (Fig. 2.10B), and low- and high-
magnification transmission electron microscope (TEM) images (Figs. 2.1OC and 2.1OD).
The XRD patterns verify that the powder is a single phase and is well matched with those
of Bio.5Sbi.5Te 3. The broadened diffraction peaks indicates that the particles are small,
which is also confirmed by the SEM image (Fig. 2.10B) and low-magnification TEM
image (Fig. 2.10C). The TEM image (Fig. 2.10C) clearly shows that the nanoparticles
have sizes of a few to about 50 nm with an average size of about 20 nm. High-resolution
TEM (HRTEM) images (Fig. 2. 1OD) confirm good crystallinity of the nanoparticles and
the clean surfaces that are desired for good thermoelectric properties. The inset in Fig.
2.1 OD also shows that some of the nanoparticles are even smaller than 5 nm.
To reduce the manufacturing cost, we also prepared nanopowders by directly ball
milling appropriate amounts of elemental chunks Bi (99.999%), Sb (99.999%), and Te
(99.999%) from Alfa Aesar [2,4]. Figure 2.11 shows the XRD pattern (Fig. 2.11 A), SEM
image (Fig. 2.11B), bright-field TEM image (Fig. 2.11 C), and HRTEM image (Fig.
2.11 D) of these nanopowders. The XRD pattern verifies that the powders are single
phase, indicating that the mechanically assisted reaction during ball milling can make Bi,
Sb, and Te element chunks into a single phase alloy. The broadened diffraction peaks
indicate small particle sizes, which is also confirmed by the SEM image (Fig. 2.11B) and
low-magnification TEM image (Fig. 2.1 IC).
from 5 to 20 nm with an average value around 10 nm. The HRTEM image (Fig. 2.1 lD)
confirms the good crystallinity of the nanoparticles and clean surfaces.
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Thermoelectric Properties of BiSbTe Nanocomposites. As mentioned earlier,
single-crystal Bi2Te 3 has a layered crystal structure and is strongly anisotropic in its
transport properties [33,34]. In nanocomposites, such an anisotropy is expected to be
weak due to the random crystal orientations of the nanograins. However, cautions should
still be taken for ZT calculations, which should always be based on properties measured
in the same direction.
For all hot-pressed nanocomposite disks, the thermal diffusivity a was first
measured using our commercial laser flash system along the disk axial direction, i.e., the
press direction. The specific heat C was measured with the DSC 200-F3 system. The
thermal conductivity was then calculated as k = pCa, where p is the sample density.
After the measurement, bars were diced from the disks and their thermal diffusivities
were measured along the bar (disk-plane) direction in my home-built system using the
Angstrom method. For a tested sample hot pressed from commercial ingot nanopowders,
the thermal diffusivity values of the bar and of the disk are in agreement within 5% (Fig.
2.12), confirming the thermal isotropy of these nanocomposites [1,3]. Along the other
line, samples were also cut from thick hot-pressed disks (Fig. 2.6) so that the out-of-plane
direction of a sample was along the in-plane direction of a thick disk. In this way, we
were able to check the in-plane-direction thermal diffusivities with the laser flash setup,
which again agreed well with the above measurements [1,3].
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Figure 2.12 Thermal diffusivities in the disk axial direction (measured by the laser flash
setup) and disk-plane direction (by my home-built system).
Electrical conductivities and Seebeck coefficients were measured on diced bar
samples with the ZEM-3 system, and compared with measurements on my home-built
system. The two sets of measurements were within 5% of each other. For BiSbTe
nanocomposites from commercial ingots, disks and bars were cut along and
perpendicular to the press direction (see Fig. 2.6) and we then performed the
measurements to check their property isotropy. Although individual properties may differ
by 5% within the two directions, the final ZT values are isotropic. All these
measurements are repeated on more than 100 samples and the peak ZT variation is within
5%. For nanocomposites from element chunks, the same systematic measurements were
carried out, which confirmed the ZT isotropy and repeatability of these nanocomposites.
To test the high-temperature stability of our nanocomposites, the same samples were
repeatedly measured up to 250 0C and no significant property degradation was observed.
This suggests potential power generation applications may be realized for waste-heat
recovery in the reported temperature range.
Figure 2.13 compares the measured thermoelectric properties of a SOA ingot,
nanocomposites (NC) from commercial ingots and element chunks. Both nanocomposite
samples have higher carrier concentrations (2.5 x10 19-2.9x 1019 cm-3) than that of the SOA
commercial ingot (1.8x1019 cm-3). The behaviors of the two nanocomposites are similar.
Both nanocomposites show ZT values significantly enhanced from a SOA ingot.
However, the nanocomposite made from ingots systematically has lower thermal
conductivities and a higher ZT than the nanocomposite from elements. This could be due
to a minor micro-structural difference and lack of some additional impurity elements (Zn,
Cd, etc.) [2,4].
In comparing the transport properties of nanocomposites to that of a SOA ingot,
one particularly noteworthy aspect is the slow increase in the thermal conductivity above
100 "C (Fig. 2.13D), indicating suppressed bipolar contribution to the thermal
conductivity [34] by thermally excited electrons and holes. The suppressed bipolar
conduction in nanocomposites can also be observed from the slower decay of their power
factors at elevated temperatures (Fig. 2.13C). We explain this reduced bipolar effect by
assuming the existence of an interfacial potential that scatters more electrons (minority
carriers) than holes [3]. The reduced bipolar effect may also be attributed to the higher
carrier concentrations in BiSbTe nanocomposites, compared with that for SOA ingots.
Considering this interfacial potential, we analyzed the measured properties of
nanocomposites from ingots based on the Boltzmann transport equation and the
relaxation time approximation. The modeling results show that phonon contributions to
the lattice thermal conductivity are reduced by a factor of two in nanocomposites from
ingots (Fig. 2.14). Experimentally, the interface potential barrier height can possibly be
extracted from grain interface capacitance measurements, as demonstrated in polycrystal
silicon [45,46]. The extracted barrier height can be compared to the value (-100 meV)
estimated from theoretically fitting measured properties. More advanced studies may
also consider the charge trapping energy levels associated with grain interfaces [47-49].
Along another line, the lattice thermal conductivity can also be directly measured using a
strong magnetic field H to suppress the electronic thermal conductivity k, (k,~/l H 2)
[50, 51].
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Figure 2.13 Comparison of thermoelectric properties of a SOA ingot, nanocomposites
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Figure 2.13 Comparison of thermoelectric properties
from commercial ingots [3] and element chunks [4].
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Figure 2.14 The thermal conductivity of BiSbTe nanocomposites from ingots [3]. Solid-
and hollow-squares represent the experimental results for a SOA ingot and for our
nanocomposites, respectively. Solid lines represent the corresponding calculations of the
total and lattice part of the thermal conductivity, respectively.
Structure Studies of BiSbTe Nanocomposites. Detailed microstructure studies
by a TEM were carried out on BiSbTe nanocomposites, mostly by Dr. Yucheng Lan at
Boston College. Figure 2.15 shows the main structural features we observed for
nanocomposites from ingots. In general, we find that most of the grains are nanosized
(Figs. 2.15A and 2.15B). Furthermore, these nanograins are highly crystalline,
completely random (large angles among lattice planes) with very clean boundaries, and
they are very closely packed, consistent with density measurements that suggest full
density (Fig. 2.15B). We also observed some larger grains as shown in Fig. 2.15C.
However, under HRTEM observation, these grains consist of nanodots 2 to 10 nm in size
without boundaries (Fig. 2.15D). Usually, these nanodots are Sb-rich with a typical
composition close to Bi: Sb: Te = 8: 44: 48 with Sb substituting for Te. Although some
of the nanodots are boundaryless with the matrix (Fig. 2.15D), we also found other
nanodots making small angle boundaries with the matrix (Fig. 2.15E). In addition, we
also observed pure Te precipitates of 5-30 nm (Fig. 2.15F). The selected angle electron
difference (SAED) pattern (inset of Fig. 2.15F) confirms the Te phase. Generally
speaking, nanodots can be found within each 50 nm diameter area. We speculate that
these nanodots could be formed during the hot-press heating and cooling processes.
Similar types of nanodots have been observed in silver antimony lead telluride (LAST)
alloys and were claimed to be responsible for the ZT enhancement in those alloys [19].
However, since there are so many nano interface features in our material, such as
nanograins, nanodots may not be the only reason for the strong phonon scattering. We
speculate that the larger-sized grains containing nanodots (Fig. 2.15C) resulted from the
non-uniform milling of the ingot during ball milling. These large grains may have grown
even larger during the hot-press compaction via Oswald Ripening. In this process, small
grains formed initially slowly disappear, and act as "fuel" for the growth of bigger grains.
More uniform nanograins during ball milling may keep these nanograins from growing
during the hot-press.
Figure 2.15 TEM images showing the microstructures of a BiSbTe nanocomposite from
ingots [3]. (A) low-magnification image showing the nanograins, (B) high-magnification
image showing the nanosize, high crystallinity, random orientation, and clean grain
boundaries, (C) low-magnification image showing larger grains, (D) high-magnification
image showing the nanodots in the matrix without boundaries, (E) high-magnification
image showing the nanodots in the matrix with small angle grain boundaries, (F) high-
magnification image showing Te precipitate in the matrix. SAED pattern (inset of Fig.
2.15F) shows the Te phase of the precipitated nanodot in the matrix.
A TEM investigation was also carried out for nanocomposites from elemental
chunks [4]. Boundaryless nanodots (2-15 nm in sizes) and precipitates were also found
in nanograins. Both the wide size distribution and the high dispersion of nanodots are
favorable to the scattering of a wide phonon spectrum (mid-to-long wavelength) [52].
Instead of Te precipitates for nanocomposites from ingots (Fig. 2.15F), only Sb
precipitates with sizes up to 50 nm were found in nanocomposites from elements. In
addition to the possible composition difference in some minor elements (Zn, Cd, etc.), the
10% higher thermal conductivity of nanocomposites from elements may also be
attributed to minor structural differences due to different precipitates. The exact cause of
such precipitate changes is under investigation. More detailed structure studies of both
nanocomposites can also be found elsewhere [53].
2.4.2 Co4SbU-Based Nanocomposites
Co4Sb12-based skutterudites have been widely studied for their promising
thermoelectric properties [54-56], and are regarded as potential candidates for next-
generation thermoelectric materials for electrical power generation using either a solar
source or waste heat. One of the remarkable features of this material is that the cage-like
open structure can be filled with foreign atoms acting as phonon rattlers. Without
disturbing the power factors, the "rattling" of the filled atoms scatters phonons strongly
and drastically reduces the thermal conductivity of the skutterudite compounds [54-56].
Various kinds of atoms (Ce [57], La [58], Ca [59], Ba [60], Yb [61-63]) have been used to
fill the cages, thereby resulting in an improved dimensionless thermoelectric figure of
merit (ZT). Among these, Yb is one of the ideal filler/rattler species. Nolas et al.
reported Yb-filled n-type Ybo. 19Co4Sb12 with a peak ZT close to 1 at 373 'C [61], and
Geng et al. reported Ybo.15Co4Sb12 with ZT of about 0.7 at 400 'C [62].
The conventional way of making filled skutterudite samples follows the melting of
mixed elements, crystal growth, ball mill, and hot press [56, 61-63]. Similar to BiSbTe
nanocomposites, we avoided the first two steps and directly ball milled element chunks
into powders used for hot press. This greatly simplifies the materials synthesis process.
The nano-features inside the resulting nanocomposites may further lower their thermal
conductivities and thus enhance their ZTs.
In the literature for bulk YbCo4Sbi 2 samples, the Yb concentration was limited to
0.19, the so-called bulk solubility, in samples prepared by melting and slow cooling [56].
However, there is one void for each Co 4Sb1 2 formula. So it should be possible to have
Yb with more than 0.19. Recently, a bulk solubility of 0.29 was reported in samples
made by melting and fast spin cooling with higher ZT [63], demonstrating that the bulk
solubility issue is not settled in Yb-filled skutterudites, and clearly depends on the
sample preparation method. In our YbxCo 4Sbi 2 nanocomposites, we successfully
increased x up to 0.5 without formation of impurity phases, much higher than the
reported bulk solubility values. However, when x reaches 1, there is clearly a second
phase identified by XRD, which reduces the thermoelectric performance.
YbxCo 4Sbi 2 Nanopowder and Hot-Pressed Nanocomposites. Pure elements of
Co (99.8%, Alfa Aesar), Sb (99.999%, Chengdu Chemphys Chemical Industry, China),
and Yb (99.9%, Alfa Aesar) were mixed according to the stoichiometry YbxCo 4Sb12 and
loaded for ball milling. XRD spectra of the ball milled nanopowders indicated that the
majority of the powders were not alloyed after ball milling. After the P2C hot press,
however, the obtained nanocomposite was completely transformed into a single
skutterudite phase for x up to 0.5. When x = 1, an unknown second phase showed up [5].
Figure 2.16 shows the SEM images at (a) low- and (b) high-magnification of the
P2C hot pressed YbO. 35Co 4Sb12 samples that demonstrated the highest ZT among all the
compositions studied. The average grain size is about 200 to 300 nm, with some big
grains as large as about 1 ptm. The grain growth from less than 50 nm to 200-300 nm is
significant. With such large grain sizes, we do not expect a strong scattering of phonons
with a mean free path shorter than 200-300 nm. Figure 2.16c shows a low magnification
TEM image of a sample with the same composition Ybo.35Co 4 Sb 12 , further indicating that
the grain is about several hundred nanometers in size, consistent with the SEM
observation. The high resolution TEM image shown in Fig. 2.16d confirms the excellent
crystallinity, clean grain boundary, and a large angle grain boundary. The excellent
crystallinity and clean grain boundaries are needed for achieving good electrical transport
properties, whereas the large angle grain boundary can potentially benefit phonon
scattering.
Figure 2.16 SEM images at (a) low- and (b) high-magnification and TEM images at (c)
low- and (d) high-magnification of P2C hot pressed skutterudite Ybo. 35Co 4Sb] 2 bulk
samples, showing the high crystallinity, clean grain boundaries, and larger angle grain
boundary [5].
Thermoelectric Properties of YbxCo 4Sbl2 Nanocomposites. As BiSbTe
nanocomposites, disks and bars were cut and polished for thermoelectric property
characterization. Figure 2.17 shows the carrier concentrations and Hall mobilities of
samples with x up to 0.5 at room temperature as a function of Yb content. The carrier
concentration for YbxCo 4Sb]2 shows a linear relation with the Yb filling fraction x. The
Hall mobilities drop with higher Yb filling fraction, which could be due to the increased
electron-electron and electron-phonon scattering by higher electron concentrations.
However, the carrier concentration increase is much larger that the carrier mobility
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Figure 2.17 Room temperature carrier concentration and Hall mobility of YbCo4Sbl 2
bulk samples with x =0. 3, 0.3 5, 0.4, and 0. 5 [5 ].
The temperature dependent thermoelectric properties of YbxCo4Sbl2 are plotted in
Fig. 2.18. Fig. 2.18a shows that the electrical conductivity a of all samples decreases
with an increase in temperature T. Also u increases with increased Yb content. The
negative Seebeck coefficients (Fig. 2.18b) indicate that electrons are the dominant
carriers. Samples with different Yb content show a similar T dependence trend for the
Seebeck coefficient from room temperature to 550 'C, with the maximum Seebeck
coefficient occurring at 550 'C. The absolute value of the Seebeck coefficient decreases
with increasing x at the same temperature, consistent with the electrical conductivity
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Figure 2.18 Temperature-dependent electrical conductivity (a), Seebeck coefficient (b),
thermal conductivity (c), and ZT (d) of DC hot pressed skutterudite YbxCo 4Sb, 2 bulk
samples with x = 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.5, and 1.0 [5].
The thermal conductivity of the samples is shown in Fig. 2.18c. For the samples
with x = 0.3 and 0.35, the thermal conductivity values decrease with increasing T and
reach a minimum at 300 'C and then k increases rapidly with increasing T due to bipolar
effect that is mentioned for Figs. 2.13 and 2.14, and will be explained in Eq. (3-25). For
the samples with x = 0.4 and 0.5, the thermal conductivity keeps rising all the way from
room temperature to 550 'C, which can be attributed to the significant increase of ke at
elevated temperatures. Although higher Yb concentrations increase the electron
contribution to the total thermal conductivity, Yb can also decrease the lattice
contribution by the rattling effect. In our tests, Ybo. 35Co4Sb12 has an optimized lowest
thermal conductivity with a minimum of 2.7 W/m-K, which leads to the highest observed



















Figure 2.18d shows the temperature dependent ZT from room temperature to 550
'C. ZT increases with temperature and reaches a maximum at around 550 'C. The
highest ZT is observed for the Ybo. 35Co 4 Sb12 sample with its maximum value of about
1.2 occurring at 550 *C. This is one of the highest ZT values reported for n-type filled
skutterudites made by first ingot formation followed by grinding and hot pressing [61-65].
2.5 Device Cooling Test
As mentioned before, ZTs calculated from measured o, k, S values can easily
have a 10-20% error due to measurement errors in individual properties. As an
independent checking method, direct ZT evaluation using Harman's technique [34] also
has an inaccuracy around 20% [66]. Because of uncertainties in the above measurements,
device performance test is regarded as the most dependable way of confirming high ZT
values. It is also an important step towards real-world applications.
To verify the high ZT achieved in BiSbTe nanocomposites from ingots, device
cooling tests were conducted on home-made unicouples [3]. With identical commercial n
legs, the p leg of one unicouple used a nanocomposite sample, while the other
comparison unicouple used a commercial p leg. For hot side temperatures fixed at 50,
100, and 150 'C, the unicouple with a nanocomposite p leg always yielded better cooling
performance and the results were consistent with the theoretical prediction based on
measured temperature-dependent thermoelectric properties of both legs.
2.5.1 Principle of the Cooling Test
For a TE device, the dimensions of both legs should be matched to maximize the
effective ZT of the device. Assuming temperature-independent material properties, the Z
value averaged over both legs is maximized as [34]
(Z)= (ShS)2 2 (2-3)
[(khph )1/2 + (kp )1/2
when the dimensions satisfy
Leh phke (2-4)
LhAe Pekh
in which L is leg length, A is its cross sectional area, S is again the Seebeck coefficient,
k is the thermal conductivity, p is the electrical resistivity, and subscripts h and e
indicate the p leg and the n leg, respectively.
Under the cooling mode (see Chap. 1), the current injection can be optimized to
achieve a maximum temperature difference for a fixed hot side temperature Th. At a
current of 'opt = (Sh - Se) T / R , AT reaches it maximum value at [34]
AT =T -T Z)T| -5)
Tmax h ,c= 2 L1C (2-5
where R is the total electrical resistance of both legs, and the minimum cold side
temperature T can be solved assuming a given T . It is evident that AT.
monotonically increases with (Z). For cases with a large AT, we can no longer assume
constant material properties and temperature-dependent properties for both legs must be
included into the calculations. Nevertheless, a larger ATm. always indicates a higher
effective ZT of a TE device. In our tests, ATma is normally at least tens of degrees
centigrade, while typical reading inaccuracies of thermocouples are less than 1 'C. The
measurement error in ATma is clearly negligible for ZT confirmation purposes, and this
is why device cooling tests are regarded as one of the most dependable methods to verify
ZT values and check the property measurements.
2.5.2 Experimental Setup
Figure 2.19 shows the experiment setup of the device cooling test [3]. A pair of
p- and n-type legs is soldered onto two 6.5-mm-thick copper blocks. On the top, the two
TE legs are electrically connected by a thin copper plate with soldering. In all
measurements, the copper blocks are used as the hot side and their temperatures are
stabilized by controlling the temperature of the cold finger in the commercial cryostat
chamber. For T and T readings, thermocouples are soldered into holes drilled on two
copper blocks and the top copper plate. In tests, currents up to 10 A will pass the device
and this may introduce a dc voltage drop added to thermocouple Seebeck voltages. To
avoid possible temperature reading errors, all thermocouples are positioned to be away
from the current path, indicated by the arrows in Fig. 2.19.
Figure 2.19 Experimental setup of the device cooling test [3]. Two thermoelectric legs
(p leg on the left, n leg on the right) were soldered onto 6.5-mm-thick copper blocks and
then bridged by a top copper plate. Two cold-side thermocouples were soldered into
small holes drilled on both ends of the top copper plate. Hot-side thermocouples were
soldered on the edge of each copper block. The injected current direction is indicated by
arrows. The unicouple is glued onto a ceramic plate that is further glued onto a copper
holder. In measurements, the copper holder will be screwed onto the cold finger inside a
commercial cryostat chamber.
For TE device construction, one challenge is to get good electrical contacts on
soldered junctions on the cold and hot sides. Otherwise, Joule heating generated on these
junctions will significantly deteriate the device performance. For commercial Bi 2Te3-
based legs, a nickel layer is electrolessly plated as a metallization for soldering. The
nickel layer not only functions as a diffusion barrier to prevent solder contamination but
also ensures small electrical contact resistance for junction soldering. Although the same
technique may be applied to nanocomposites, we succeeded in hot pressing nanopowders
sandwiched by two nickel thin films so that the hot-pressed disk will have nickel layers
on its top and bottom surfaces before cutting into legs. In tests, similar electrical contacts
can be obtained by this simple approach, but cautions should be taken for nickel film
oxidation during hot press. For currently developed n-type Bi2SexTe 3.x samples, we
should also pay attention to leg property changes due to nickel diffusion into Bi2SexTe 3.x
[67] at high hot press temperatures. Along the other line, nickel layers with even better
adhesion were obtained by chemical mechanical polishing of a disk plus nickel
deposition by sputtering.
2.5.3 Temperature Profile Calculation
As the temperature difference across a TE device becomes large, the usual
assumption of temperature-independent properties will not be valid. In analysis we have
to consider temperature-dependent properties of both legs. Assuming ID current flow,
the governing equations include the definition of heat flux [34]
dT'
q(x) =-k(x)--+ J -S(x)-T, (2-6)
dx
and the Domenicali's equation of energy balance
d ( dTi \JdS(x) Jf
- k(x)-) = -Q'(x)= JT ,)j (2-7)dx ( dx dx a(x)
where q is the local heat flux at position x, Q.' (x) is the volumetric heat generation
rate, J is the current density, and S , k , o are evaluated according to the local
temperature T(x) and the measured temperature dependence of each property. The first
term on the right hand side of Eq. (2-6) corresponds to heat conduction, whereas the
second term is the heat carried by an electrical current. In Eq. (2-7), the first term on the
right hand side is related to the Thomson effect [34] and the second term is from Joule
heating. To simplify the computation, we can further convert the two governing
equations to two first-order equations as [68]
dT _ JS(x)T - q(x)
dx k(x)
dq(x= 2 JS(x)q(x). (2-8)
dx k(x)
In calculations, we assume that the bottom ends of two legs (Fig. 2.19) share the
same Th because of the high thermal conductance of the underneath ceramic plate and
copper holder. Similarly, the same T is assumed on the top of both legs, i.e.,
temperature continuity from the n-leg top to the p-leg top. Despite the large ZT
imbalance between a nanocomposite p leg and a commercial n leg at elevated
temperatures, thermal analysis suggests that the temperature variation across the top
copper plate is still within 0.5 'C. This is consistent with the T and T measurements
with four thermocouples, where the difference between the same side thermocouples can
be less than 1 'C with carefully mounted thermocouples. Due to the negligible Joule
heating and radiation loss on the top copper plate, we also assume that heat flow is
conserved from the top end of the n leg to that of the p leg, i.e., continuity of heat flow.
Basically we consider a one-dimensional system with p and n sections. Both ends of the
system are fixed at Th , while the two sections are joint with continuous temperature (Te
at the joint point), heat flow, and current flow.
With the above governing equations and boundary conditions, the temperature
profiles along both legs are calculated through a trial-and-error process for specified T
and injected current. The calculated temperature profile is used to re-evaluate all local
properties. Convergence is achieved until the recomputed temperature profile is no
longer changed.
2.5.4 Thermoelectric Compatibility
To obtain good device performance, only having a high ZT is not enough. For
both cooling and power generation modes, we need to adjust the current density J inside
each leg to make full use of their ZT values. As an example, AT. in Eq. (2-5) is
achieved for optimized J values in both legs. When the temperature difference across a
TE device is large, the local current density also needs to be optimized to assure efficient
operations at different locations along a TE leg. Although J can be matched between
two legs with different cross sectional areas, in typical TE devices we do not adjust J
along an individual TE leg for different AT. Limited freedom of such optimization is
available and legs with operation performance insensitive to J are always preferred.
We start the analysis with the power generation mode. Similar results are
anticipated for the cooling mode. For the power generation mode, a TE leg can be
divided into infinitely short segment, viewed as heat engines connected in series. For one
of such segments, its maximum power generation efficiency is the Carnot efficiency,
r = (Th - )ITh , where T, and T are the hot- and cold-end temperatures of this
segment, respectively. We can further define a reduced efficiency as the efficiency
normalized by rk, i.e., n, = i7 / ij,. In the limit Th - T, -- 0, Snyder and Ursell showed [69]
uS S-u
ZZ
ir = s , (2-9)S 1
u- -+--
Z ZT
in which u = J / kVT (current flux over heat flux), S is Seebeck coefficient, Z is again
S 2o/k. For the SOA ingot and BiSbTe nanocomposites made from ingots, we plot the
reduced efficiency as a function of u (Fig. 2.20) with properties at 50, 100, 150 C.
Compared to the SOA ingot, our nanocomposites not only have a higher peak Rr at all
temperatures but also maintain a high 7r over a much wider u range. Consequently, it is
easier to match a nanocomposite leg with a given n leg in their geometries for better
device performance.
The u maximizing q, is defined as the thermoelectric (power generation)




For efficient operations of a TE unicouple, we should assure that local u is close to s, in
both legs. For device-design purposes, Eq. (2-4) is still widely used instead of Eq. (2-10)
to match p and n legs. In Eq. (2-4), Seebeck coefficients will not influence the dimension
match but it appears in the optimized current IPt expression later to affect the optimized





Figure 2.20 Reduced efficiency as a function of u = J / kVT.
2.5.5 Cooling Test Results and Discussion
For three hot side temperatures (50, 100, 150 C), the obtained AT is measured as
a function of the injected current. All tests are conducted under a vacuum level of around
10-3 torr by a mechanical pump. By a combination of a heater and a continuous flow of
liquid nitrogen, the hot side temperature (thermally grounded to the cold finger) is
controlled within a 1.5 'C variation from set points. For all injection currents, data are
taken after the fluctuation of AT is less than 0.5 *C. Measurements for the same Twere
successfully repeated on different days. Figure 2.21 shows the results at T =100 C for
the unicouple consisting of a nanocomposite p leg and a commercial n leg, with data
taken from repeated measurements. The measured temperature differences agree well
with the theoretical prediction based on temperature-dependent properties of both legs.
For a theoretical analysis, the measured properties of the n leg are given by Figs. 2.22A-
D, whereas the nanocomposite leg properties are already plotted in Fig. 2.13. In Fig. 2.23,
the measured AT for two unicouples are plotted in comparison. Our nanocomposite p
leg consistently produced larger AT. for the tested T values.
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Figure 2.21 Cooling test results with the hot side fixed at 100 'C for a unicouple
using a nanocomposite p leg and a commercial n leg.
It should be noted that the obtained AT. only corresponds to an averaged ZT
from 0.86 to 0.96 for the three tested hot-side temperatures, in which T =( T + T, )/2. This
is because the n leg used here only had a peak ZT around 0.86 at 77 'C (Fig. 2.22D),
which strongly limited the (Z) value in Eq. (2-3). A higher ATm. value is anticipated if
a better n leg can be utilized to match p-type nanocomposites. Therefore, it is important
to develop n-type Bi2 Te3-based nanocomposites that could make full use of our high-ZT
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Figure 2.22 Thermoelectric properties of the commercial n leg. Thermal conductivities
were measured based on one-dimensional heat conduction along an n leg in good vacuum
[34]. Because of the small aspect ratio of the leg, the influence of side wall radiation loss
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Figure 2.23 Comparison of AT of two unicouples with hot-side temperatures set at
500, 100 , and 150 'C.
* Nanocomposite p leg and commerical n leg





2.6 Annealing Effects on ZT of BiSbTe nanocomposites
One important topic of material science research is to improve material properties
by post processes such as annealing. For a p-type Bio.4Sb1.6Te3 nanocomposite made
from element chunks, I found that its peak ZT can be increased from 1.22 at 100 'C to
1.37 at 75 'C (Fig. 2.24D) by baking it overnight at 250 'C and then cooling down to
room temperature, all under an Ar flow. The significant ZT enhancement is due to the
apparent thermal conductivity reduction (Fig. 2.24A) after the 250 *C anneal. The power
factor S2c was reduced by less than 4% at all temperatures. Although this variation is
within measurement errors, the carrier concentration was decreased after annealing,
which can be observed from the increased Seebeck coefficient (Fig. 2.24B) and reduced
electrical conductivity (Fig. 2.24C) at room temperature. The observed thermal
conductivity reduction (- 0.15 W/m-K at room temperature) resulted from the decrease of
both the lattice thermal conductivity kL and the electronic thermal conductivity k,. The
latter one was estimated to be only 0.036 W/m-K according to the Wiedemann-Franz law
[34], k, = LoT, in which the metallic Lorentz number L =2.4x 10-8 WQK-2 was used.
Apparently the reduction in kL was the main cause of the observed ZT enhancement.
Other annealing tests in either Ar or air also yielded reduced carrier concentrations and
thermal conductivities. However, the peak ZT was not always improved because the
power factor was reduced too much in some cases (up to 15%). For air conditioning and
refrigeration applications, a higher ZT close to room temperature is always preferred. It
is worth investigating such annealing effects in details in the future.
In the literature, reduced electrical conductivities after annealing were reported
for Bi0.5Sb. 5Te 3 polycrystals but other TE properties were not measured [70]. Such
property changes were attributed to Te precipitates formed during the fast cooling, which
is a non-equilibrium process. In such a non-equilibrium process, Te shows retrograde
solid solubility in Bi 0.25Sb 0 .75Te (Fig. 2.25) and thus precipitates out in the main phase
[71]. Similar to grain interfaces, it seems that these precipitates scatter phonons much
stronger than charge carriers in BiSbTe nanocomposites. Along this line, we may
improve sample properties by creating more Te precipitates with an annealing-cooling
process.
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Figure 2.24 Properties of a
annealing under an Ar flow.
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Figure 2.25 Phase diagram of the Bio.25Sbo.75Te composition, which is close to the
Bio.5Sb. 5Te3 composition of nanocomposites. Tellurium solubility in equilibrium alloys is
given by the continuous line, while non-equilibrium alloys show retrograde Te solubility
(dashed line) [71].
For nanocomposites made from element chunks, we started with the furnace hot
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former one yielded much larger grains (up to 1 pm) because grains had enough time to
grow up during the much longer hot press period (30 min to 1 hr versus a few minutes for
P2C hot press). Surprisingly, we found that the lattice thermal conductivities of furnace-
hot-press samples were still comparable to P2C samples. This may indicate that nano-
features such as precipitates contribute significantly to the observed thermal conductivity
reduction, in addition to the grain interface scattering of phonons. The typical spacing
between observed precipitates is 50-100 nm. For pure Bi2Te 3 or Sb 2Te 3, the phonon mean
free paths (MFPs) averaged among all directions and frequencies are -30 nm [72]. Due
to strong alloy scattering, the averaged phonon MFP in Bio.4Sbi.6Te 3 alloys is expected to
be even shorter. Using such a short averaged MFP, we cannot explain the significant
thermal conductivity reduction caused by nano-sized precipitates in frequency-
independent Monte Carlo simulations. When frequency-dependent phonon MFPs are
available for these materials, frequency-dependent Monte Carlo simulations should be
carried out to check the exact influence of precipitates on the phonon transport. More
accurate analysis may further consider the change of frequency-dependent phonon MFPs
and even phonon dispersions inside nanograins due to their structure differences from
bulk counterpart materials. In addition, detailed microstructure studies and systematic
tests should also be conducted to better understand what happens to our samples.
2.7 Conclusions
This chapter introduces the essential experimental parts of my TE nanocomposite
research. The effectiveness of this approach was successfully demonstrated in two types
of TE composites: nanostructured BixSb 2-xTe 3 bulk alloys [1-4] and YbxCo4Sb12
nanocomposites [5]. Room for further improvement is still available with deeper
understanding of electron and phonon transport processes inside these nanocomposites,
especially across grain interfaces. As an integrated thesis, the following chapters will
focus on theoretical studies of electron and phonon transport phenomena. Advancement
in the theoretical aspects could significantly help the future development of TE
nanocomposites.
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Chapter 3. Theoretical Analysis Based on the
Boltzmann Transport Equation
In this chapter, theoretical analysis based on the Boltzmann transport equation
(BTE) is conducted on the measured thermoelectric properties of nanocomposites. Such
analysis is important for us to understand the phonon and electron transport inside
nanocomposites, and thus to provide useful guidance for the future improvement of their
material properties. The detailed modeling of phonons and electrons is separately
discussed in all sections, with similarities pointed out between the two.
3.1 Boltzmann Transport Equation under the
Relaxation Time Approximation
The BTE describes the transport of an ensemble of particles. This equation is
related to the variation of the distribution function f (t, r,k), which depends on time t,
position r, and wave vector k. In physics, f (t, r,k) is defined as the mean particle
number at time t in the d3r volume around r, with wave vector k and d3k accuracy.
Without carrier generation and recombination, the BTE of charge carrier transport is
given by [1-3]
+F-V Pf+Vg -Vf = ,colision (3-1)
in which F is the force applied on charge carriers, p =hk is the momentum, h is the
Planck's constant divided by 27c, Vg = V -E is the group velocity, and E is the energy.
Assuming low electric fields and the elastic scattering of charge carriers, the relaxation
time approximation can be employed to simplify the collision term ---Icosion [1-3], given
at
by
f collision - fo (3-2)
at "
where r is scattering relaxation time. The equilibrium value of f , denoted by f0, is
given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution as
10 = EE . (3-3)
exp ( B +1
Here E1 , kB, T are the Fermi level, the Boltzmann constant, and the local temperature,
respectively. The Fermi level Ef is determined by the measured carrier concentrations
and density-of-states (DOS) effective masses of the charge carriers, which will be
discussed in Section 3.2.1. Equations (3-1) and (3-2) yield the BTE used for charge
carrier transport
+F-Vf +g-Vf=- . (3-4)
at P r.
In the steady state, we simply have af / at = 0 in Eq. (3-4).
For phonon transport, the force term in Eq. (3-1) disappears and the equilibrium
value of f is given by the Bose-Einstein distribution as [1-3]
(n) = , (3-5)
exp{-1
(kBT)
where o is phonon angular frequency. With group velocity V, = Vk co for phonons, the
BTE for phonon transport is simply
. f (3-6)
at + 9- r
3.2 Macroscopic Electrical Properties
For any materials system, the BTE can be solved under specified boundary
conditions to extract the expressions for different material properties. For instance, we
can apply a temperature difference across an open-loop 1D structure, and the Seebeck
coefficient is then defined as the negative of the voltage difference over the applied
temperature difference. The detailed derivations of various properties can be found
elsewhere [1-3] and all discussions here will only focus on their analytical expressions.
3.2.1 Expressions of Different Electrical Properties
Effective Mass of Charge Carriers. In electrical property calculations, usually
the only information required from the band structure E(k) is the effective mass of
charge carriers, defined as [1-5]
m=( I dE (3-7)
h 2 kidk,
Here the subscript i indicates the direction. Close to the conduction band minimum or
valence band maximum, the energy E (k) is normally approximated as a parabolic
function [1-3]. For convenience, the following discussions always assume the case of
electrons, while the corresponding result is expected for holes. With the energy extrema
of the band taken at the origin (k=0), the EI(k) relationship for the conduction band
follows the general formula
E(k)=--2 k,2 +, + ], (3-8)2m, m, m:
where E refers to the conduction band edge E,. For a spherical and parabolic band, the
above expression can be simplified as
E (k)= hA, (3-9)
2 m*
in which k2 =k2 + +k, m*=m* = m*=m*. Away from the band edge, EI(k) deviates
from the above quadratic expressions and the band nonparabolicity must be considered
[2-5]. This is normally the case for the heavily doped TE nanocomposites with a narrow
band gap Eg because their Fermi levels always cut into the bands and thus high-energy
charge carriers are involved in the transport process. In this situation, we employ the
Kane's model [2-5] to describe a nonparabolic band, given as
y(E) = E (1+ aE) = --- k +-+ 4 , (3-10)2 mm, m)
in which the factor a can be estimated as a=1/ Eg when there are no accurate values
available in the literature. For a direct band gap at the F point, in some papers a
correction factor is added to estimate a, given as a =(-m* / m0 )2/ Eg [2]. Here m* is
the F-point effective mass and mo is the mass per electron. More accurate band structure
description may further consider effects such as spin-orbit coupling, as suggested by
Dresselhaus for zinc blende structures [6].
Because ellipsoidal constant energy surfaces are encountered in most cases, the
longitudinal and transverse directions of a band are often used instead of the x, y, and z
directions. In this situation, Eq. (3-10) is often rewritten as
h 2 k2 k2y(E) =- -L+r 2 .j, (3-11)
2 mL T
with m*, m* as the longitudinal and transverse effective masses, respectively. Equations
(3-7) and (3-11) yield the energy-dependent effective mass as
m,* =m o (1+2aE), (3-12)
where m* is the effective mass at the band edge in the i direction. With N as the
number of conduction-band valleys, the density of states (DOS) effective mass m* is
defined as
m=N 2 m3 ( m2). (3-13)
The carrier concentration can then be evaluated by
2*T 3/2n= L) 0 12 , (3-14)
3rc2h3  0
in which we define a general integral "L7 as
L = -(- )zn (z +p6z 2 )' (1+ 2p8z)*dz, (3-15)
0
with 8 kBT/E , z=E/kBT , the Fermi-Dirac distribution function
f =[exp(z -r0 + 1]', and the reduced Fermi level q=Ef / kBT
In addition to m* , the conductivity effective mass m also called the electric-
susceptibility effective mass, is defined as
m*- =(m* -' + 2m* -)/ 3. (3-16)
This effective mass is used in the expressions for the electrical conductivity and carrier
mobility.
Expressions for the Electrical Properties. By solving the BTE under specified
boundary conditions, we obtain the expressions of the charge carrier mobility p ,
electrical conductivity a, Seebeck coefficient S, and Lorentz number L as [3-5]
p=
f( -),r(z) (z + p2
e z 1+2pz
,00
mXf-f )(z + 8Z2 )2 %dz
0 aZ
(3-17)
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After computing LO and a, the electronic thermal conductivity ke can be calculated by
the Wiedemann-Franz law, ke = LoT. For phonon transport analysis, the lattice thermal
conductivity kL is computed by subtracting ke from the measured thermal conductivity.
In Section 3.3, the detailed modeling of kL will be discussed.
Multi-band Calculations. In many materials systems, multiple conduction- and
valence-band valleys contribute to transport processes. In general, we find the reduced
Fermi level q from the charge neutrality agreement inside a sample, given by
f )r(z ) dz












NL - N- = Y-n,, - E- nh , (3-21)
where n e, is the electron density for the conduction band i, nh is the hole density for the
valence band j, N, is the donor concentration, and N- is the acceptor concentration.
Both ne, and n are computed by Eq. (3-14) as a function of q , which is then
determined by the numerical inversion of Eq. (3-21). Linear combinations of the







where p is again the charge carrier mobility, the subscript i indicates the band index.
For narrow-band-gap TE materials at elevated temperatures, thermally excited minority
carriers would play an important role in the transport processes. Electrons and holes both
contribute to the electrical conductivity and thermal conductivity, but they cancel out in
the Seebeck coefficient due to the opposite signs of the charged carriers. In this situation,
the electronic thermal conductivity k, can be significantly larger than the summation of
the partial electronic thermal conductivities for each band. The additional contribution is
known as the bipolar thermo-diffusion effect [7] and k, can be calculated by [3]
k, =I k,,i+I C Uk (S, - S )2 T, (3-25)
i itk , + Uk
in which the subscripts i, k are band indices. When i and k refer to different types of
bands, they can have opposite signs for their Seebeck coefficients so that the second term
on the right hand side of Eq. (3-25) becomes important.
3.2.2 Scattering Mechanisms of Charge Carriers
In Eqs. (3-17) to (3-20) of this chapter, the total relaxation time r(z) is the only
unknown function, and r(z) is obtained by adding up the individual scattering rates
r,(z) using Matthiessen's rule [1-3]
r(E)-' = , r,(E)- . (3-26)
In this section, models of the scattering rate r,(z) employed in this thesis are introduced
for different scattering mechanisms.
Inside a grain, charge carriers are scattered mainly by ionized impurities and the
deformation potential for acoustic phonons [2]. Both scatterings are elastic, which is
required for the relaxation time approximation used to simplify the BTE. The
considerations for neglecting other scattering mechanisms are listed as follows: (1) polar
acoustic phonon (piezoelectric) scattering becomes important only at very low
temperatures in very pure semiconductors [2]; (2) optical deformation potential scattering
and more complicated intervalley scattering processes were not suggested for these
material systems in the literature. Polar optical phonon scattering of charge carriers is
weak in covalent crystals [8] such as BixSb 2 xTe 3 but is suggested to be more important
for CoSb3 [9].
On the grain interfaces, the dangling broken bonds would trap nearby charge
carriers and form a potential barrier Eb to block the current flow [10]. When charge
carriers are scattered by a potential barrier, the energy distribution of the carriers deviates
from that in the bulk material. Away from the barrier, the energy distribution of the
carriers finally relaxes back to that in the bulk material after a distance 1, called the
energy relaxation length. On the other hand, the behavior of over-the-barrier carriers
(E > Eb) is similar to that in the bulk material if the grain size d is much larger than the
momentum relaxation length ,. For TE nanocomposites, the preferred grain size should
satisfy 1m <d <lE [11]. In this situation, the Seebeck coefficient is significantly increased
by the energy filtering occurring at the grain interfaces [11-13], but the differential
electrical conductivity o- (E) ( E > Eb here) is unchanged from the bulk a(E). The
interface electrical properties can be calculated by increasing the lower limits of all
integrations in Eqs. (3-17) to (3-20) from 0 (band edge) to Eb [11-16]. This assumes that
all charge carriers with E< Eb are filtered out (no tunneling) and thus do not contribute to
the electrical properties. When the grain size d >2 1E , the effective properties of a
composite material should be averaged between the grain-interface regions and the grain
interior regions [17,18]. In the latter case, we are dealing with bulk properties predicted
by Eqs. (3-17) to (3-20). Although the electrical properties can be estimated on the
grained interfaces and further averaged across the material, the above treatment does not
accurately deal with the transition from the grain interfaces to the grain interior regions.
In a different approach, the grain interface scattering of charge carriers is included by
identifying a scattering potential and calculating the corresponding scattering rate, which
is then added to other scattering rates [19]. Similar to ionized impurity scattering, the
grain interfaces are simply viewed as scattering centers and a nanocomposite is no longer
divided into the interface and in-grain regions for calculations.
Acoustic Deformation Potential Scattering. Inside a material, longitudinal
phonons can create volume changes in the lattice and thus cause a deviation from the
periodicity of the lattice and these deviations from periodicity scatter charge carriers.
This perturbing potential is expected to be proportional to the total volume change by the
acoustic phonon:
UAc =DV- u, (3-27)
where the constant D is called the acoustic deformation potential and u is the
displacement of the phonon. For both electrons and holes, the relaxation time for
acoustic deformation potential scattering is given as [20]
- -2
A -rD2k T E DD 18 E(E +E) D
rA_ =- B D(E) 1-- 12 D}, (3-28)
pv2 { E(+2E D 3(E,+2E 2 DA
in which the sound velocity vs= c, / d , c, is the elastic constant, d is the density, D, is
the deformation potential for holes, D is that for electrons, and the nonparabolic
electronic density of states D(E) is given by:
D(E)= 1 (2m, V1(E) dv (3-29)
2 2  h2  dE
If the Debye model is employed for the phonon analysis, three identical acoustic branches
are assumed and vs is related to the Debye temperature 0 by [21]
vS - (3-30)
sh 6)r2
in which V is the average atomic volume. In some papers, the correction factor in Eq.
(3-28) is not used and the corresponding expression is simply
-' f=rDJkBT D(E (3-31)
VA pvihD()
Here the acoustic deformation potential D, is written as Dv for the valence band or D
for the conduction band.
Ionized Impurity Scattering. In addition to the scattering from phonons, charge
carriers can also be scattered by ionized impurities inside a sample. This scattering
mechanism is caused by the electric field associated with ionized impurities, i.e., atoms
for either donors or acceptors. Ionized impurity scattering is dominant at very low
temperatures and can also be strong at high temperatures in heavily doped TE materials.
With the screening by free carriers around an ionized impurity, the electric field is
described by a screened Coulomb potential:
Ze
US = e-rrs, (3-32)4rrer
where Z is the number of charge units per impurity center, 6 is the static permittivity, e
is the charge per electron, and the screening length rs is given as
-2 5/2 e2m3/2 X, T
rs L .T 6 (3-33)
- fh 3C
Here "L7 is defined in Eq. (3-15). For nondegenerate semiconductors, this screening
length simply reduces to the well known Debye length LD= (ekBT 2 n1/2 [2], where
n& is the carrier concentration. Based on the Fermi's Golden Rule, the potential Us
leads to a corresponding relaxation time given by [2]
(- 4 D(E) In(1+ )- N (3-34)TI 8hk 41 +
in which ND is the volumetric concentration of scattering centers, 5=(2krs )2
Polar Optical Phonon Scattering. This scattering occurs when the bond
between two constituent materials in a compound is slightly ionic. For ionic crystals
such as GaAs, the polar optical phonon scattering can be significant [2]. The high
temperature relaxation time is given by Ravich et al. [20], and this expression
incorporates screening from free electrons:
2 kB2( -1) 1+2aE (33
r, = d 2 1 a -F, (3-35)h IE(1+aE)
1 2aE(1+aE) F i1F= L1-ln 1+-i)j 2 [1- 23+ 2321In 1+- , (3-36)
1 9 (1 +2aE)2 1
in which g-12 = 2kR , c, is high-frequency permittivity, and the screening length R is
given by
2 2 te2m3/2o22 d NkBT (3-37)
rrh 3 9. (
Here e in Eq. (3-33) is replaced by c., with all other terms unchanged.
3.3 Macroscopic Lattice Thermal Conductivity
3.3.1 Callaway's Model
The theoretical analysis strategy is to first fit the measured Seebeck coefficient
and the electrical conductivity, from which the parameters that are used in the employed
models for the various charge carrier scattering mechanisms can be determined. With
these parameters, r1 (z) for the various charge carrier scattering mechanisms can be
calculated, thereby yielding the electronic thermal conductivity k, = Lo-T. Secondly, k
is subtracted from the measured thermal conductivity to get kL , which is then fitted by
the Callaway's model [22] for the phonon transport. Similar to the electrical property
analysis, additional parameters used in different phonon scattering models are treated as
fitting parameters for kL .
In the phonon transport modeling, four major scattering mechanisms are
considered: (1) three- or four-phonon scattering, including normal (N) and Umklapp (U)
processes, (2) electron-phonon scattering, (3) point defect (alloy) scattering, and (4) grain
boundary scattering. Under the Debye approximation, the lattice thermal conductivity kL
is written as [22]
(kB B 3 (I 2
kL = kI + (3-38)
2 c2 v, h I3
where
I,= fIT V2 4 dx , (3-39)("-1)
I2 __ ITJc 2 x4 evx 2 dx , (3-40)
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O is the Debye temperature, x = hco /kBTv =(0 /n kBT httD ,z-, (co) is the total
relaxation time of all scattering mechanisms, ru (o) is the relaxation time of the U
processes, p is the ratio between the scattering rates of the N processes and U processes,
i.e. rN = fri-'. Here n ~1l for three-phonon processes only and n can be increased to
include high-order phonon scattering processes [19].
The Debye approximation assumes three identical acoustic branches with a linear
phonon dispersion co(k). A constant phonon group velocity V =o / 8k is thus used for
high-frequency phonons whose V. actually decays to zero at the first Brillouin zone edge.
This will overestimate the high-frequency phonon contributions to kL [1]. To be more
accurate, the phonon dispersion can be approximated by a sine function [23, 24]:
CO = COi sinm - , (3-42)
which accounts for the group velocity decay at high frequencies. Here co and ko are the
maximum angular frequency and wave vector, respectively. For a material with N bases
per unit volume and a sound velocity vs, we can calculate the two values by
C0 =- 2Vs (6rc2N) 1/, (3-43)
ko = (6)c2N)1, (3-44)
where the sound velocity vs is averaged between the longitudinal (vsL ) and transverse
(vsr) values as [23]
vj 2 =1 v+2vs2). (3-45)
The underlying physics behind this averaging method is to match the low-temperature
lattice thermal conductivity.
3.3.2 Scattering Mechanisms of Phonons
As discussed in the foregoing section, four major scattering mechanisms of
phonons are considered. The total relaxation time r(e is still calculated by the
Matthiessen's rule as
T, = 7N +U ±Te -,ph±pd -I 1G, (3-46)
where rN 9 iU I e-ph I pd I G represent the relaxation time of the N processes, U
processes, electron-phonon scattering, point-defect scattering, and grain boundary
scattering, respectively.
Phonon-Phonon Scattering. Among the two types of phonon-phonon scattering
processes, the momentum-conserved N process indirectly affects the transport process by
altering the frequency distribution of resident phonons, while the momentum non-
conserved U process directly poses resistance to energy transport. The relaxation times
are given as [25]
N ( U-1x)= pr-1, (3-47)
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in which again x= hco /kBT , P is the ratio between ru and rN , y is the GrUneisen
constant (or anharmonicity parameter), NA is the Avogadro's number, M, is the mean
atomic mass for the material, and aAV is the mean atomic size determined by the cubic
root of the atomic volume. For a given composition, the average values M, and a,
are computed by
MAy =If;M,, (3-49)
aAV = fa . (3-50)
Here f, M,, a, represent the fractional concentration, the atomic mass, and the atomic
size for atom i. By merging all factors into a single constant C, Eq. (3-48) can also be
written as [3]
rI (x)= CC2T=C TkBT, (3-51)
where C can be fitted directly and can bring convenience to our analysis.
Electron-Phonon Scattering. For heavily doped TE nanocomposites, the
phonon scattering from bound charge carriers [26] can always be neglected. For free
charge carrier scattering of phonons, the scattering rate is given by Ziman as [27]
_, D 2md*3 vg kBT
e-ph 47h4d 1 * 2
-md vg2
+___IM* g E Fjj/ k BT+h 2w2 /8 Vg Bhc/ 2k B ,(3-52)
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where T is the absolute temperature, D is the acoustic deformation potential of the
corresponding band, m* is the DOS effective mass, d is the density, EF is the Fermi
energy calculated by the generalized Kane's model [4,5], the phonon group velocity v9 is
typically averaged over the sound velocities of different branches as
v, - =I ( v, +2vs. (3-53)
For the Debye model, v9 becomes vs defined in Eq. (3-30).
Point-Defect Scattering. Inside a grain, phonons are also scattered by point
defects [28]. Similar to Rayleigh scattering, the scattering rate r-' due to point defects is
proportional to the fourth power of the phonon angular frequency w:
-1 V F 4 34
rPD 0 3 CO (3-54)47tvg
in which V is the volume per atom, the average phonon group velocity v9 is calculated
by either Eq. (3-53) or Eq. (3-30) for the Debye model. For impurity atoms on a single
atomic site, the disorder parameter F in Eq. (3-54) is calculated as
F = [f; (1-- M / M) 2 +Esf ( - a / aA)2], (3-55)
where es is a strain parameter, again fi is the fractional concentration of impurity atom
i, M, is its mass, and a, is its atomic size, while MAV is the mean atomic mass, and aAV
is the mean atomic size. When a single type of impurity atoms with a relative
concentration a, is considered, Eq. (3-55) is reduced to
F =I a, (1 -a)[(AM / MV)2 +sa, (A a,)21, (3-56)
where AM represents the mass difference between the impurity and the host atoms, Aa
is the atomic size difference between the impurity and the host atoms. One example of
this can be SiGe alloys, in which Si is the host and Ge is treated as the impurity atom [29].
Here MAV and aAV are averaged between Si and Ge atoms according to Eqs. (3-49) and
(3-50), whereas AM and Aa are the corresponding differences between the two types of
atoms.
Grain Boundary Scattering. Because the grain interfaces inside a
nanocomposite are normally rough at the phonon wavelength scale, phonons incident on
a grain interface are always assumed to be either diffusely transmitted or reflected. With
an averaged grain size 1, the corresponding scattering relaxation time rG is estimated by
rG =Vs '1. (3-57)
It should be pointed out that this rG estimation is very coarse. First, the exact geometry
of the structure, even the interface density (interface area per unit volume [30,31]),
cannot be exactly treated in the analysis. Secondly, the traveling length for a phonon to
reach the grain interface depends on the traveling direction and starting location of this
phonon. Considering a phonon emitted from a grain interface (Fig. 3.1), / is actually its
longest distance to reach the grain interface and rG can be significantly shorter in other
traveling directions. Therefore, phonon size effects inside nanocomposites are expected
to be underestimated by Eq. (3-57). In analogy to radiation, the average mean beam
length for a sphere radiating to its own surface is 0.651 [32], which may replace 1 in Eq.
(3-57) as a better estimation. For more accurate lattice thermal conductivity predictions,
in Chap. 4 frequency-dependent Monte Carlo simulations are performed on 2D porous Si
and 3D Si nanocomposites. The individual phonon movement is tracked and the exact
structure geometry can be specified in actual simulations.
Figure 3.1 Phonon traveling distance between grain interfaces inside a spherical grain.
The grain size / is seen to be the upper limit of this distance.
3.4 Results and Discussions
3.4.1 BiSbTe Nanocomposites
For BiSbTe nanocomposites, the theoretical analysis based on the BTE was
performed mainly by Dr. Daryoosh Vashaee [33]. For the completeness of this thesis, his
fitting results are summarized here. The analysis was first conducted on a state-of-the-art
(SOA) ingot, and then extended to BiSbTe nanocomposites with major parameters
determined by the first analysis. Because limited measurements were available in the
literature for the bulk material with this composition, most material properties used for
the analysis are determined by averaging between the values for bulk Sb2Te 3 and Bi 2Te3
according to their fractional concentrations. For instance, the dielectric constant can be
averaged first among different crystal orientations in Bi2Te3 and Sb2Te3, and then
between these two compositions, given as
(,) = aBiTe3 [r_ + 2[( BTe3] ±(aBiTe ) r[(EI + 2er// 3],T, (3-58)
where for the Bi 2Te3 percentage aBi2Te =0.25, the bulk values are given in Table 3.1. This
leads to e, (0)=97. Values for other major parameters are listed in Table 3.2. The fitting
results are presented in Figs. 3.2. The predicted lattice thermal conductivities are also
shown in Fig. 2.14.
For the phonon modeling, the N processes, U processes, electron-phonon
scattering, point-defect scattering, and grain boundary scattering are all considered for
both the SOA ingot and the nanocomposite. In the electron modeling, charge carriers are
scattered by the grain interfaces and acoustic phonons. The former one is neglected for
the large-grain-size SOA ingot (1=1.0 pm) though it is included in the lattice thermal
conductivity calculations. This treatment can be justified by the fact that charge carriers
typically have much shorter mean free paths than phonons and are thus less affected by
the grain interface scattering. All parameters determined by the SOA ingot analysis are
then applied to the BiSbTe nanocomposites. As mentioned in Chap. 2, the bipolar
contribution is suppressed in the BiSbTe nanocomposites, which can be observed from
their slower thermal conductivity increase and lower power factor decay at elevated
temperatures [33]. In the theoretical analysis, this can be explained by assuming an
interfacial potential (height DB =80 meV, width w =9 A) to scatter electrons (minority
carriers) much more strongly than holes. The scattering rate associated with this barrier
is given as [2]
rgb r 4- U2-m2 E(1 + aE) (1+ 2aE), (3-59)
with UD =B W3, / as the grain size, and a as defined in Eq. (3-10). Similar to Ref. 19,
this scattering rate is added to that for the acoustic deformation potential to get the total
relaxation time r(z) for electrical property calculations. For heavily doped
nanocomposites, majority carriers (holes here) generally have a much higher energy than
























Figure 3.2 Fitting results
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Table 3.1 Dielectric constants for bulk Sb2Te3 and Bi2Te3 [34] Here the bulk values are
averaged for a nanocomposite according to the composition. This should be justified
when more experimental data are available.
Material s,.±(0) eii(0)
Sb2Te3 (80 K) 168 36.5
Bi 2Te3 (15 K) 290 75
Table 3.2 Major parameters used in analyzing both the SOA ingot and the BiSbTe
nanocomposites. These effective masses (in mo ) are mainly determined by fitting all
three TE properties simultaneously.
Deformation potential D=5.7 [eV]
Tu / 'rN /1 =20
Bandgap [35,36] E, = 0.237 -1.4 x 10-4T [eV]
Hole m'=0.39, m* 0.168, m*=0.317
Electron m*=0.22, m*=0.20, m*, =0.155
Effective grain size l=1.0 [rim] (ingot), /=60 [nm] (nanocomposite)
Charge units per impurity Z=1
Anharmonicity parameter y=1
Strain parameter es= 10
Phonon velocity vg =vs=2463 [m/s]
Carrier concentration p =1 .8x 10' 9 (SOA ingot), 2.56x 1019 (nanocomposite) [cm-3]
Debye temperature [37] 0=4.19 x 10-8 a'a M-;5G =163 [K], G =0.43
3.4.2 Bulk CoSb 3 Analysis
As part of my thesis, efforts were also dedicated to analyzing the results of
YbxCo 4Sb12 nanocomposites. However, it was later found that the complicated band
structures of CoSb3-based nanocomposites caused unexpected uncertainties in such
analysis. As one important parameter for the electron modeling, the bandgap value of
pure CoSb3 was reported to be from 0.031 to 0.7 eV by either calculations or
measurements [38-52], which hinders accurate predictions for the occurrence of observed
bipolar conduction at elevated temperatures [7,53]. In addition, it is difficult to estimate
the effective masses of charge carriers from the complicated band structure of CoSb 3 and
a large divergence exists in values used in the literature. For doped or filled CoSb 3, the
calculated band structures were strongly distorted from that for the pure CoSb 3 and more
uncertainties are therefore anticipated [49-52]. Keeping this in mind, fully understanding
the electronic structure of bulk CoSb 3 should be regarded as a necessary step towards
analyzing CoSb3-based nanocomposites. In this section, preliminary results of bulk
CoSb3 analysis are presented as the starting point of more advanced modeling work in the
future.
In the literature, limited modeling work on the transport properties of doped or
filled CoSb 3 was available, and presently inconsistencies can always be found between
different results. One noteworthy fact is that most of the work to date has only attempted
to fit either the electrical properties or the thermal properties. However, the analysis of
the thermal and electrical properties is coupled by shared parameters such as the acoustic
deformation potentials. To obtain a dependable theoretical analysis, it is important to fit
all TE properties with the same set of parameters. Secondly, most electron modeling was
oversimplified: (1) Parabolic bands were still assumed [9, 48, 54, 55] though the band
nonparabolicity was pointed out before [39]. As explained in Section 3.2.1, inaccuracies
were expected for heavily doped samples whose Fermi level cuts into the bands. (2) A
single band model was employed in some studies even though strong bipolar conduction
was observed [48]. As shown in Eq. (3-25), this led to a significantly underestimated
electronic thermal conductivity. (3) The acoustic deformation potential scattering was
usually treated as the only scattering mechanism for charge carriers [48, 55]. The
possibly important impurity scattering and polar optical phonon scattering [9] were often
neglected. When it comes to the phonon transport analysis, arguments mainly focus on
the mechanisms of the significant thermal conductivity reduction in filled CoSb3. One
explanation for this thermal conductivity reduction is the "rattling" scattering [11,56],
which assumes that filled foreign atoms can move about in the cage-like open structure
and act as phonon rattlers. In addition, the lattice thermal conductivity reduction is also
attributed to the mass fluctuation scattering (point defects) caused by the random
distribution of partially filled atoms [57].
As the major topic of this section, a comprehensive analysis of the thermal and
electrical properties is thus carried out on a Te-doped single-crystal CoSb 3 sample (n-type,
0.08% Te) reported in Ref. 48. The fitting results are shown in Fig. 3.3 and the fitting
utilizes parameters that are listed in Table 3.3. For charge carriers, the scattering
mechanisms include acoustic deformation potential scattering, ionized impurity scattering,
and polar optical phonon scattering. For the phonon modeling, the N processes, U
processes, electron-phonon scattering, and point-defect scattering are all considered. The
thermal conductivities can be reasonably fitted by including high-order phonon scattering.
The fitting parameter n is thus increased from 1 (three-phonon scattering only) to 3 for
v = (0 / T)" kBT hD used in Eqs. (3-39) to (3-41).
Despite the big divergence in the reported bandgaps, the Seebeck coefficient
fitting here clearly suggests a bandgap of around 0.24 eV, close to 0.22 eV given by Ref.
39. With a bandgap of 0.1 eV, the Seebeck coefficient switches its sign at 320 K (Fig.
3.4), a temperature much lower than the experimentally observed transition point (565 K).
This cannot be corrected by changing the DOS effective masses of the charge carriers or
the acoustic deformation potentials. On the other hand, a large bandgap at 0.5 eV






Figure 3.3 Theoretical fitting of S,
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Figure 3.4 Seebeck coefficients predicted for bandgaps different from E9 = 0.24 eV used
in Fig. 3.3A. The squares are again the experimental data. With a either too large or too















Table 3.3 Parameters used in analyzing the Te-doped single-crystal CoSb 3 sample in Ref.
48. All effective masses are in m. The nonparabolic valence band is spherical in the k
space. The conduction band has a triply degenerate parabolic band (heavy electrons) and
a nonparabolic band (light electrons) at the F point (see Fig. 3.5).
Deformation potential DA = 0.2, D = 1.0 [eV]
TU / TN =1.0 (2.75 in [56])
Bandgap Eg = 0.24 [eV]
m*= 4.0, m* =0.5, m* =1.04 (heavy electrons)
Electron
m* =1.6, m* =0.2, m* =0.2 (light electrons)
Hole m* =0.28, m* =0.07, m*-=0.07 [39, 48]
Charge units per impurity Z=1
Anharmonicity parameter 7=0.7 (1.23 in [58])
Strain parameter es=0
Phonon velocity vg =vs -2973 [m/s]
Carrier concentration n = 4.54x1018 [cm-3]
Debye temperature 0=307 [K] [58]
Dielectric constant , (oo)=25.6, c, (0) =33.5 [9,59]
Density d = 7640 [kg/m3] [60]
For CoSb 3-based nanocomposites with various compositions, it is more
challenging to determine their bandgaps by either experiments or band structure
calculations. Therefore, we pursued a simple bandgap measurement technique with
nanopowders based on Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), which is
introduced in Chap. 5. This technique may help us to further clarify the puzzles on the
bandgap of pure CoSb 3 and may potentially be applied to general CoSb3-based
nanocomposites.
CoSb3 (unfilled) electronic states
G H N G P
Figure 3.5 Band structure of CoSb3, computed by our collaborators at the Bosch
Research and Technology Center (unpublished).
3.5 Conclusions
This chapter summaries the theoretical analysis on BiSbTe nanocomposites and
bulk CoSb3. The latter one is the first step towards a detailed theoretical analysis of
CoSb3-based nanocomposites. Although reasonable agreement between the experimental
results and theoretical analysis can be obtained, further improvement can still be made on
how to better include the grain interface scattering into the 3D bulk material analysis. To
reduce the uncertainties in the BTE analysis, additional measurements should also be
conducted to provide more information for the electron and phonon transport. One
example can be the interface capacitance measurements introduced in Chap. 5. Another
one is the Nernst effect measurement whose results can be fitted together with S, a- and
k to eliminate unrealistic choices of some parameters. This measurement is not discussed
in this thesis but is introduced elsewhere [53]. Instead of using the coarse interface
treatment in the BTE analysis, Monte Carlo simulations should also be performed for
both electrons and phonons, in which the details of the grain interface scattering and the
exact sample geometry can be specified. For electron Monte Carlo simulations, the local
Seebeck coefficients and electrical conductivities inside a grain can also be investigated
in addition to the effective electrical properties of a nanocomposite. Similarly, phonon
Monte Carlo simulations reveal details of the phonon transport inside a grain and can
predict the phonon size effects more accurately than the Callaway's model. In Chap. 4,
frequency-dependent Monte Carlo simulations are applied to 2D porous silicon and 3D
silicon nanocomposites. In the future, more work should be conducted on electron Monte
Carlo simulations of nanocomposites to yield accurate predictions of their TE properties.
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Chapter 4. Frequency-Dependent Monte Carlo
Simulations of Phonon Transport and ZT
Predictions of Nano-Grained Bulk Silicon
4.1 Introduction
As pointed out in Chap. 1, the idea of thermoelectric (TE) nanocomposites is to
significantly reduce the lattice thermal conductivity using grain interface scattering of
phonons, and in some cases to simultaneously increase the power factor S'r, resulting
in ZT improvements over their bulk counterparts [1]. Unlimited to nanocomposites of
traditional TE materials [2-7], this approach may also yield a high ZT in materials that
were previously unsuitable for TE applications due to their high thermal conductivities.
This concept was first demonstrated in nano-grained bulk silicon, where a peak ZT
around 0.7 was reported at around 1200 K [8].
Despite these promising results, very little theoretical work has been conducted to
understand the phonon transport in TE nanocomposites, which hinders the prediction of
their potential ZT improvements. Previous studies by either numerically solving the
Boltzmann Transport Equation (BTE) [9-14] or Monte Carlo (MC) simulations [15-16]
were always based on the gray medium approximation, i.e., a frequency-independent
phonon mean free path (MFP). However, this approximation could lead to a significant
underestimation of phonon size effects inside micro- to nano-structured bulk materials.
For example, experimental results have suggested strong phonon size effects in micro-
porous silicon films [17], which can be explained only if frequency-dependent phonon
MFPs are considered [18].
In this chapter, a Monte Carlo simulation technique considering frequency-
dependent phonon MFPs is introduced to investigate the phonon transport in various
periodic structures. A novel boundary condition based on the periodic heat flux with a
constant virtual wall temperature is developed for the studied periodic structures. This
allows us to calculate the thermal conductivity of a periodic structure with a single period
as the computational domain. In the literature, very few papers performed frequency-
dependent MC simulations, and they were focused on thin films or nanowires [19-22], or
ID transient phonon transport [23]. This work is the first attempt to apply the Monte
Carlo method to complicated geometries with inclusion of frequency-dependent phonon
scattering. My code is used to compute the thermal conductivities of 2D porous silicon
with periodically aligned pores [18] and 3D silicon nanoparticle composites [24]. For the
2D porous silicon case, it is found that phonon size effects caused by the periodically
arranged pores can be remarkable even when the pore size and spacing are much larger
than the averaged phonon MFPs. These results clearly show the importance of
considering the frequency dependence of phonon MFPs in the analysis of micro- and
nano-structured materials. For heavily doped silicon nanocomposites with grain sizes
around 200 nm, phonon scattering by electrons and point defects are dominant and much
smaller grain sizes are required to benefit from the grain interface scattering of phonons.
Calculations for nanocomposites with 10 nm grain sizes show that the lattice thermal
conductivity can be dropped to around 3.0 W/m-K at room temperature. The peak
thermoelectric figure of merit (ZT) of 10-nm-grain-size nanocomposites is estimated to
be around 1.0 at 1173 K, which is comparable to traditional SiGe alloys. Our results
show the potential of obtaining high thermoelectric performance in bulk silicon by the
nanocomposite approach. Furthermore, the MC simulation technique can also be applied
to transient cases, which can be used to analyze the data from pump probe measurements.
4.2 Basic Simulation Scheme
In a MC simulation, phonons bundles are first drawn and distributed randomly
across the computational domain. Each bundle represents a number of phonons with
similar properties. Their initial states (velocity, frequency, branch, and traveling
direction) are generated by a random sampling approach based on the equilibrium phonon
spectrum [19,20], which will be discussed later. With their individual velocities and
traveling directions, phonons are allowed to move and may experience various scattering
events during their movement. At each time step, whether a phonon will get scattered
and thus change its state is determined by a random number and the individual scattering
probabilities. By tracking a large number of phonons and averaging the results over a
long period of time, statistically the MC simulations will approach the BTE solutions
after convergence.
As an overview, the procedure of MC simulations is briefly described here. We
still follow the schematic process flow given in Ref. 16, but the gray-media
approximation is replaced by the frequency-dependent model. In the simulation, the
computational domain is divided into many spatial bins, also called subcells. Because it
is not feasible to simulate a large number of phonons, phonons are grouped into bundles
(with W phonons per bundle) to save computer memory. States of phonons inside each
bundle are identical, i.e., they share the same angular frequency co, traveling direction k ,
polarization p , and group velocity Vg,(w) , where the subscript p indicates the
polarization. In this chapter, only the longitudinal acoustic (LA) branch and two
transverse acoustic (TA) branches will be considered because the optical branches
contribute little to the thermal conductivities [25]. The potential effect of optical phonon
scattering on the acoustic phonon MFPs [26] is included via the molecular dynamics
simulation results themselves, from which phonon MFPs are obtained for our MC
simulations.
At the beginning of each simulation, phonon bundles are generated inside the
computational domain according to the initial temperatures assigned to individual
subcells. The states of created phonons are randomly sampled based on the equilibrium
phonon spectrum (n)D(w) [19,20], where D(w) is the density of states for phonons, (n)
is the Bose-Einstein distribution at the current subcell temperature T, defined as
(n) = 1 (4-1)
exp -l
For a subcell with volume V,,, , the number of created phonon bundles is
Vh f " (n)D(o)da / W , in which op m,x is the maximum phonon frequency for
p=1
branch p , and W is again the phonon bundle size. Initially, the created phonon bundles
are randomly distributed spatially inside each subcell. In all simulations, W is chosen so
that the total number of initialized phonon bundles inside the whole domain is less than
1.5x 107 . Although smaller W is always preferred for less fluctuations in simulation
results, the computing speed can be extremely slow with more phonon bundles in the
domain. To define the frequency of a phonon bundle, w, , a random number R
(0 R 5 1) is generated and co value should satisfy
'"o (n)D(moidc
R = P=1 .(4-2)
fp-(n)D(mo)do
p=1
The exact polarization of the phonon is determined by another random number between
zero and unity. It indicates the LA branch if the number is less than the ratio
= I [(n)D()]L (4-3)
2+(n)D(o)t +[(n)D(w)L ,
in which [(n)D()]LA and [(n)D(mo)tA represent the product (n)D(w) for the LA branch
and TA branch, respectively. Otherwise, the phonon bundle belongs to a TA branch.
After the polarization and angular frequency of a phonon bundle are both determined, its
group velocity Vgp(v) can be obtained from the phonon dispersion curve. For the 3D
simulation, the traveling direction of a phonon is generated by two random numbers, R,
and R 2 (05 R 2  1). The unit vector of the traveling direction is
(sin 0 cosyV
sin 0 sin y , (4-4)
cos6 ,
where the polar angle 0 satisfies cos 0 = 2R -1 , and the azimuthal angle y is
determined by y = 2,zR2 -
Within a time step, each phonon bundle travels with its own group velocity,
which is VgL (CO) for the longitudinal mode and Vg, (o) for the transverse mode. To
achieve good spatial resolutions, the time step At is chosen so that the maximum travel
distance of a phonon bundle within At, V.axAt, is smaller than the subcell dimension.
Consequently, phonon bundles will generally take a few time steps to travel out of a
subcell, which enables us to better capture the phonon movement. During their travels,
the phonons may encounter the interfaces or the domain boundaries, and will change their
trajectories. The interface transport treatment will be discussed in the following
subsections.
After the phonon movement, the total phonon energy inside each subcell is
calculated and divided by the subcell volume to get the phonon energy density, defined as
E = I fp' hco(n)D(w)do, (4-5)
p=
in which the pseudo-temperature T of a subcell appears in the term
(n) = 1 (4-6)
exp ~-1
kBT
and T can be computed by the numerical inversion of Eq. (4-5) [18-20]. The above
expression works for phonons in equilibrium, but becomes invalid when we deal with
transport processes. Within an infinitesimal time step At , the density of scattered
phonons can be expressed as
N 3 f P'Ma At (-7)N, = (n)D(co)do , (4-7
where r(co) is the scattering relaxation time, the weight At /r(c) is the probability of
being scattered, the subscript s indicates scattered phonons. In this situation, the
scattered phonon pseudo-temperature T, , different from the subcell temperature T
should be associated with a new energy density
E, = ho D(m)d., (4-8)
instead of the energy density E in Eq. (4-5). For a fixed time step At, we can always
use
E' = m h (n) D()do (4-9)
At ,=a r(CO)
to evaluate the temperature of scattered phonons.
The above approach is consistent with the results from the BTE. Under the
relaxation time approximation, the phonon BTE can be written as [27]
af+ V,(' k Vi~f = -(n, (4-10)
at r(CO)
where k is the unit vector of the traveling direction, (n) is the Bose-Einstein distribution,
r(co) is the scattering relaxation time, vector F is the phonon position, f is the phonon
distribution function, Vj,(C) is the group velocity, and subscript p indicates the
polarization. We multiply both sides of Eq. (4-10) by homD(w) and integrate with respect
to phonon angular frequency c. The summation over the three acoustic branches yields
3XIP"" hD d+ f''"" hD()V(wpkVfdep= p= 1
= - x hD (w) f (nO) do . (4-11)
p=1
On the other hand, phonon energy conservation requires
au
-+V, -q = 0, (4-12)
3 
-in which u = "" fhwD(w)do is the phonon energy density, and the vector q
p=1
3
2 fpnax hmoD(o))VgP(o)kfd)o is the heat flux. For the equilibrium situation, u is
p=1
equalized to E defined in Eq. (4-5) to get the pseudo-temperature T appearing in (n).
However, this is not the case when we are only concerned with the scattered phonons. It
can be observed that
U [- f fhwD o ])do]J = -rhn D(a)doa, (4-13)a atp=1 p=1 a
and
-+3
V q = " ah oD(o)V,,P(co) k -v , fda . (4-14)
p=1




I jhaD(x ) f dw = If hwD(m) (n) d., (4-15)
which indicates that for scattered phonons the numerical inversion process to get T, must
~ f~rax h~(n)be associated with hwD(c) do instead of the energy density E defined in
Eq. (4-5). Under the gray-media approximation, r(co) is a constant for all the phonons at
the same temperature, and Eq. (4-15) will reduce to the case defined by Eq. (4-5). For
the frequency-dependent model, however, cautions must be taken and Eq. (4-15) must be
used to define the temperature of scattered phonons.
The phonons may also experience internal scatterings during their travels. These
scatterings are processed at the end of each time step. The scattering probabilities, used
to determine the occurrence of internal scattering events, are first computed based on the
updated subcell temperature T, phonon branch, and phonon frequency. The selection
rule and detailed treatment of scattered phonons will be given later. Basically the
simulation repeats the following procedures after the phonon initialization: phonon
movement with possible interface or boundary scatterings, subcell temperature update
with the new spatial distribution of phonon bundles, internal scattering treatment inside
each subcell. Convergence is achieved when the calculated temperature profile no longer
changes with time. After the convergence, the thermal conductivity of the studied
structure can be derived from the domain dimension, the heat flowing through the domain,
and the temperature difference across the domain.
4.3 Phonon Scattering Treatment
In MC simulations, phonon bundles may experience internal scatterings (by
impurities, charge carriers, or other phonons) or interface scattering, where charge carrier
scattering of phonons are normally neglected for lightly doped samples [19]. The
detailed treatments are discussed below.
4.3.1 Internal Scattering Treatment
For internal scatterings, we assume that charge carrier scattering and impurity
scattering only randomize the phonon bundle traveling direction, leaving the phonon
frequency and velocity unchanged. In contrast, the phonon-phonon scattering, including
the normal process (N process) and Umklapp process (U process), will reset all phonon
states (its frequency, branch, velocity, and traveling direction) according to the current
subcell temperature. This will help establish the thermal equilibrium between the
scattered phonon bundle and the local temperature.
The phonon overall lifetime r, is calculated using the Matthiessen's rule,
r '(0)= r-'(0)+N U) ( E(H)(0) , where z, , E(H) I "N I U are the
relaxation times of impurity scattering, charge carrier scattering (rE for electrons, TH for
holes), for N processes, and U processes, respectively. For lightly doped samples, the
term rE (w) or r' () can be neglected. In Callaway's model [28], N processes were
treated differently from other scattering mechanisms, by adding an associated correction
term to the thermal conductivity. However, the refinement work by Holland [29] argued
that this correction term would possibly cause more errors and N processes should be
treated in exactly the same way as other scattering mechanisms. In this work, we follow
Holland's treatment and N processes are simply a scattering mechanism added to other
mechanisms. Additionally, the N process and the U process are not differentiated, and a
combined relaxation time rNU , defined as rNU AC N U (C , will be used.
The probability for a phonon bundle to be scattered is given by
P() = 1 - exp(- At / 1T (C)) [18,19]. For an infinitesimal At, P(w) simply becomes the
weight At / T (CO) in Eqs. (4-7) and (4-8). At the end of every time step, a random
number R, (0 R, 5 1) is generated for each phonon bundle at a frequency coo and
compared with P(co). The phonon bundle is scattered if R, is less than P(co). If a
phonon bundle is scattered, another random number RNU will be generated and compared
with PNU (0)0 ) = NU (o)0 )T 0 * The phonon will have phonon-phonon scattering if
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RNU is less than PNU (c 0). Otherwise, it will be scattered by either charge carriers or
impurities, which will only randomize its traveling direction.
Phonon-phonon scattering will reset all the states of a phonon bundle, which
follows similar procedures as described by Eqs. (4-2) to (4-4). However, the spectrum
(n)D(co) in Eqs. (4-2) and (4-3) should be replaced by (n)D(o)/rNU (c) introduced in
Eqs. (4-7) to (4-9). Because 1/TNU (co) monotonically increases with co, most phonons
scattered are from the high-frequency portion of the phonon spectrum. At a fixed
temperature, the averaged frequency of the phonons scattered by other phonons is
fp~nax 1 hw(n)D()do
() = pI NU(CO (4-16)
1 h(n)D(o)dco






In Ref. 19, Eqs. (4-2) and (4-3) were used to reset the states of a scattered phonon bundle.
The phonon bundles experiencing phonon-phonon scattering are assigned frequencies
averaged at (co) . We find that this treatment will result in a final phonon spectrum
distorted from the real spectrum and will yield abnormal temperature profiles when the
temperature difference across the domain is small. A simple test can be conducted with
the equilibrium situation in which the 1D computational domain has both ends fixed at
300 K (isothermal wall boundary condition [19]). To simplify, the model used in this test
only considers the U processes and impurity scattering [30]. The corresponding
scattering rates are: 1/rU (co) = Bv 2 T exp(- B2 / T) (U process), where v is the phonon
frequency, B, = 3.0x10-19 s/K, B2 =210 K; 1/Vr,(c)= A Co4 (impurity scattering), with
A =2.4x 10- s . The Debye model is used for the phonon dispersion, with
MLA max = OTAmax =7.06x 1013 rad-Hz, and the lattice constant a=5.5 A. Due to the distorted
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phonon spectrum from the equilibrium one, the resulting temperature profile always
shows a valley in the middle (solid circles in Fig. 4.1), with a significantly increased
number of phonon bundles from equilibrium. This problem is resolved when we use the
spectrum (n)D(co)/r zNU (c) instead of (n)D(a) in Eqs. (4-2) and (4-3) to reset the
scattered phonon states (empty circles in Fig. 4.1). This treatment is consistent with Eqs.
(4-11) to (4-15), obtained from the BTE under the relaxation time approximation.
After processing all internal scatterings inside one single subcell, phonons will be
either randomly created according to the spectrum (n)D(co) in Eqs. (4-2) and (4-3) or
deleted from the domain. Our purpose is to assure the subcell energy conservation before
and after the scatterings. The energy imbalance inside a subcell is controlled to be less
than hOwTAmax /2.
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Figure 4.1 Calibration of the reset methods for scattered phonons [18]. The slight
asymmetry and undulation of the temperature profiles are attributed to the numerical
errors of MC simulations. The ID computational domain is 100 nm in length and its both
ends are fixed at 300 K (isothermal wall boundary condition [19]). The reset method
based on Eqs. (4-2) and (4-3) always yields an abnormal temperature profile, which can
be resolved by replacing the spectrum (n)D(co) with (n)D()/ rNU (c) in Eqs. (4-2) and
(4-3). Here the time step is fixed at 1 ps and the temperature of each subcell is averaged
over 0.5 ns.
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4.3.2 Interface Scattering Treatment
For micro- and nanostructured materials, both the interface scattering and internal
scattering can contribute to the thermal resistance of the material. We assume phonons
are diffusely scattered at the interfaces. When a phonon bundle encounters an interface
during its travel, it will be diffusely transmitted or reflected. For phonons incident from
side 1 of the interface, this is determined by a random number P, (0 P,. 1) and the
interface transmissivity T 2 from side 1 toward side 2 [15,16,24]. The phonon bundle
will be transmitted to side 2 if P, is less than T. Otherwise, it will be reflected back to
side 1. The reflected or transmitted phonon bundles are assigned a new traveling
direction, with all other phonon states (velocity, frequency, and branch) unchanged, and
hence phonon mode conversion is not included. For rectangular subcells, the direction
reassignment within the anticipated semi-sphere for either reflection or transmission is
simple. Equation (4-4) is again used to generate a direction vector k and then the sign of
one particular component in k will be specified. It should be noted that 9 should be
determined by sin 2 0= R, instead of cos0 = 2R -1 in this case [16]. Suppose a phonon
bundle moving in the positive x direction is transmitted across a y-z plane interface. It
will have a positive x component in its new traveling vector k . If it is reflected, the x
component will be negative. Similarly, we can treat reflection and transmission on x-y
and x-z plane interfaces. After the interface scattering, the phonon bundle will continue
its movement with the remaining drift time to finish the current time step.
4.4 Boundary Condition
For a periodic structure, the boundary condition used for the numerical solution of
the 2D BTE equation [9] can be extended to the 3D MC simulation. With a L, x L, x LZ
rectangular computational domain, heat is assumed to flow in the positive x direction.
Our chosen unit cell is symmetric in both y and z directions. For such a symmetric
structure, phonon bundles hitting the four side walls of the domain are specularly
reflected [15,16,18,24]. If the unit cell structure is asymmetric in the y or z directions,
we can use periodic boundary conditions for the corresponding side walls. In this case,
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phonon bundles exiting from the domain on one side wall will re-enter the domain from
the same interception position on the opposite side wall, and continue their travels. In the
x direction, the essence of the boundary condition is that on both ends of the simulation
domain, which we will call the hot and cold walls, the distortions of the distribution
functions from the equilibrium distribution are periodic (shown in Fig. 4.2). This can be
written as
f2- (0, V, co, y, z) -(n(y, z)2 = f- (0, V/, co, y, z)-(ny z)), ,(4-18)
/2(, , m, 1Oy, z)-(n(y, z)2 = fl / 1*, 'Z -, my)(n(y, z)), (4-19)
in which f is the distribution function, 0 is the polar angle, V/ is the azimuthal angle,
the subscript "2" donates the cold wall (x = Lx) and "1" represents the hot wall (x = 0),
the superscripts "+" and "-" represent the distribution in the positive and negative x
directions. Here (n(y, z)), and (n(y, z))2 are evaluated at the corresponding local wall
temperatures. They are not periodic since their difference is the driving force for heat
flow along the x direction.
<n>1 + <n> 2  +
I -2'
- 'Heat f2-
Hot wall Cold wall
x=0 x=Lx
Figure 4.2 Distribution functions on the domain boundaries described by the periodic
heat flux boundary condition. The hot wall and cold wall positions are located at (0, y, z)
and (L,,y,z), respectively. The equilibrium distributions, (n(y,z)), and (n(y, z)) 2 , are
both isotropic. With the x-direction heat flow, the distribution function f is anisotropic
and distorted from (n(y, z)).
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Equation (4-18) means when a phonon bundle, following the distribution function
f- (0, y, , y, z), encounters the hot wall during its movement, it will be "absorbed" by
the wall. At the same time, a new phonon bundle, following the distribution function
f27 (0, V, c, y, z), will be emitted from the cold wall to maintain the heat flow through the
domain. Similarly, Eq. (4-19) relates the distribution functions of phonon bundles
"absorbed" by the cold wall and phonon bundles emitted from the hot wall. In our
simulations, the absorbed phonons are recorded during tracking the phonon movement in
each time step. The states of the emitted phonons are determined by Eqs. (4-18) and (4-
19), as described below.
4.4.1 Cold Wall Emission
In Eq. (4-18), f2 (0,V,wy,z) represents the distributions of phonons entering
the simulation domain, which we call emitted phonons. The distribution of these emitted
phonons is determined by f-(0,,,co, y,z), the distributions of phonons leaving the
domain from the hot wall, or absorbed phonons. In the y-z plane, a fixed cross section
area A is assigned for all subcells. Denoting unit vector n as the normal of the wall, k
as the phonon traveling direction, we multiply (V,, (co)k -n ()AAt to both sides of Eq.
(4-18) and integrate with respect to co, and V/, 0 for 2c solid angle. Summation over
the three acoustic branches and rearranging the equation yields
13
N;(y, z)= N1-(y, z) - f, "" VgP(o)D(w)A At ((n(y, z)), -(n(y, z))jw, (4-20)
where W is the number of phonons in each bundle, N,-(y, z) is the number of locally
absorbed phonon bundles on the hot wall, N2 (y,z) is the number of phonon bundles
locally emitted by the cold wall. Similarly, multiplying hw(Vgp ()k -n)(o)AAt to both
sides of Eq. (4-18) and conducting similar procedures yields
Qj(y,z)= Q_(y,z)- p fx hVg, p (co)D(w)A At((n(y, z)) (n(y))) , (4-21)4 W=
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in which Q2 (y, z) is the total phonon bundle energy locally emitted from the cold wall
for area A, Qj- (y, z) is the total phonon bundle energy absorbed by the hot wall.
In our simulations, all the N- (y, z) phonon bundles are deleted from the domain
but their states are separately stored as a pool for the cold wall emission. The phonon
states include its frequency, velocity, location intercepting the wall, the remaining drift
time after hitting the wall, and its traveling direction. To obtain the N2 (y,z) phonon
bundles, we need to delete
1 3
Nde = 4 pI 'g' (c)D(w)AAt((n(y, z)), -(n(y, z)) 2 ) (4-22)
phonon bundles from the pool consisting of N,- (y, z) phonon bundles. To do this, Nd,
phonons are first randomly generated according to the spectrum
V,P ()D(coX(n(y, z)), - (n(y, z))2 ), which replaces (n)D(w) in Eqs. (4-2) and (4-3) for
phonon state determination in this situation. Among the NJ (y, z) phonon bundles, we
delete Ndel bundles that best match the frequencies and branches of the generated
bundles. The states of these NdeI bundles are saved for later usage, which will be clear
when the hot wall emission is discussed. The phonons left in the pool constitute the
N2 (y, z) phonons emitted from the cold wall.
4.4.2 Hot Wall Emission
Similar to Eq. (4-20), the hot wall emission can be derived from Eq. (4-19)
N 1 (y, z)= Ni(y, z)+ 1 m'p,max Vgp((o)D((o)AAt((n(y, z)). - (n(y, z))2 ), (4-23)
4W P=1
in which N2 (y, z) phonon bundles are absorbed by the cold wall, and they are known for
each time step. The previous Ndel phonon bundles deleted from the cold wall emission
pool, with their traveling directions reversed this time, will be added to the N (y, z)
bundles and thus form the N, (y, z) bundle pool for the hot wall emission.
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4.4.3 Periodic Heat Flux with a Constant Virtual Wall
Temperature Boundary Condition
Based on the foregoing discussions, a novel periodic heat flux with a constant
virtual wall temperature boundary condition can be introduced for periodic structures.
We assign T, (y, z)= Th to the hot wall and T2(y, z) T, to the cold wall of the domain.
By combining such temperature setting with periodic boundary conditions used in Eqs.
(4-18) and (4-19), the local heat flux q" is allowed to vary across each virtual wall but
still hold its periodicity, q" (0, y, z) = q" (LI , y, z). It should be noted that our boundary
condition is fundamentally different from the traditional isothermal wall boundary
condition [19]. In the latter case, the computational domain is sandwiched between two
physical black walls. For a periodic structure, the isothermal wall boundary condition
requires a computational domain consisting of many periods to eliminate the strong end
effects. The exact thermal conductivity can be obtained only if the calculation results
will no longer change with further increasing the number of periods inside the
computational domain. In contrast, our boundary condition is specified on two "virtual"
walls cut arbitrarily inside the material without affecting the real heat flow, as long as the
virtual walls define an integer multiple of unit cells of the periodic structure. In principle,
accurate thermal conductivities can be obtained using a single period as our
computational domain. This will significantly reduce the computational cost. Our
calculation validates this point.
4.5 Results and Discussion
The previous sections cover the basic simulation procedure, the treatment of
different phonon scatterings, and the employed boundary condition for a periodic
structure. With these, we are ready to use frequency-dependent MC simulations to
investigate the phonon transport in various periodic structures. My calculations here are
focused on silicon-based materials, including 2D micro- to nano-porous silicon and 3D
silicon nanocomposites.
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4.5.1 Employed Models for Different Scattering Mechanisms
To get dependable simulation results, it is necessary to use accurate frequency-
dependent phonon lifetimes in silicon. In literature, Holland's model [29] provided a
very good fit to the experimental data from 1.7 to 1300 K. However, in his work the real
phonon dispersion was simplified as two linear sections for both TA and LA branches,
resulting in abrupt changes of phonon group velocities across the threshold frequencies
between two linear sections ( c, for two TA branches, o4 for the LA branch). In
addition, the phonon-phonon scattering rates employed different expressions for the TA
branches below and above c,. As a result, the calculated phonon MFPs had a significant
jump across the threshold frequencies. Although the first problem was fixed using the
real phonon dispersion [19], the second issue still remained and led to a TA phonon
MFPs jump from 9 nm to 179 nm at o for Si. Henry and Chen carried out molecular
dynamics simulations to study the spectral dependence of phonon MFPs in silicon [31].
The results of this past work are now incorporated into the MC simulations. Based on
their calculations from 300 to 1000 K, the combined relaxation time for the N and U
processes follows the expression VNU= ANUv2 T-b , where v (in Hz) is the phonon
frequency, ANU =5.32x10'8 K' 49/s, b = 1.49 for LA phonons; and ANU =5.07 x 108
K 1.65/s, b =1.65 for TA phonons. To simplify the simulation, an isotropic phonon
dispersion is assumed and the calculated (001) direction phonon dispersion is used to
evaluate the frequency-dependent phonon group velocity and density of states. The
whole phonon spectrum (from 0 to oLAmax ) is discretized into Nb equally spaced
intervals. Numerical integrations with respect to the phonon frequency, such as the
evaluation of Eq. (4-5), are all conducted by summing the integrals over all Nb intervals,
in which the integrals are evaluated at the central frequency of each interval.
For doped bulk silicon, the impurity-phonon scattering should be considered in
addition to the phonon-phonon scattering. The phonon scattering rate by impurities is
expressed as [32]
r '(co) = A C04, (4-24)
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where the constant A = A5M+ ANB + A, [33].
scattering due to the presence of impurity atoms, the induced strain by inserting impurity
atoms into the lattice, and unintentional impurities and imperfections, respectively. The
employed phonon dispersion suggests an average sound velocity as
= J2v2 + v 1 / 3 '= 6 12 7 m/s and this v, is used to compute A m and AR. All other
parameters are unchanged from Ref. 33 that uses v, =6400 m/s instead.
For free charge carrier scatterings of phonons (only considered for heavily doped
samples), the scattering rate is given by Ziman [34,35] as
M*V kBT
E () 4Ah4d I * 2
-m v.
+exp I--v2 -EF kBT
[(2
- EF ) /B T
h2 C2 8m*v 2 kBT +h/2kBT
h2W28m*vg 2kBT -ho 2kBTI
where T is the absolute temperature, h is the Planck constant, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, Ed is the acoustic deformation potential, m* is the density of states effective
mass, d is the density, v9 is the averaged phonon group velocity, and EF is the Fermi
energy calculated by the generalized Kane's model based on the carrier concentration
[36,37]. Because the investigated silicon nanocomposites always have a carrier
concentration much higher than the carrier concentration threshold 3.Ox1018 cm-3 for
becoming metallic [38,39], the scattering of phonons by bound electrons or holes will not
be considered.
Given the relaxation times of different mechanisms, the lattice thermal
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(4-25)
Here AJM , A67R I Ax correspond to the
kL = "a C,(C)V,(w)rTp (0)d, (4-26)
where the subscript p indicates the polarization, C,() is the spectral volumetric
specific heat, Vg,(w) is the phonon group velocity, and TT,(m) is the overall phonon
relaxation time for branch p and frequency co.
4.5.2 Calibration for Bulk Silicon
The MC code developed is first calibrated with bulk silicon and only phonon-
phonon scattering is considered. In this case, Eq. (4-26) predicts bulk kL =146.5 W/m-K
at 300 K. Because we only employ the phonon dispersion along the (001) direction for
our calculations, this isotropic kL value is lower than the prediction averaged in three
major crystal directions by Henry and Chen (175 W/m-K by the BTE approach, 166
W/m-K by the Green-Kubo analysis), in which the phonon density of states (used in
calculating C, (co)) are summed over the Brillouin zone.
With Nb=2000, phonon bundle size W =2, T=305 K and T =295 K are assigned
to a rectangular computational domain that is 200 nm in length, and 10 nm x 10 nm for
the cross section area. The time step At is fixed at 0.6 ps in this simulation. After 1 ns,
the temperature profile (averaged over successive 800 time steps) converges and its
variation in the following steps is within 0.5 % (Fig. 4.3). The linearity for the converged
temperature profile is R2=0.9987. The heat flow passing through the domain always
fluctuates due to the randomness of phonon absorption by the hot and cold walls at
different time steps. This heat flow is obtained by averaging the net heat flows across the
two walls, which are Q' - Q- for the cold wall and Q' - Q- for the hot wall. After the
convergence of the temperature profile, the heat flows at different time steps are further
averaged over a period, with the highest and lowest 20 values excluded. To be accurate,
the averaging period is chosen to be no shorter than the time for the temperature profile to
converge. The lattice thermal conductivity can then be calculated with this averaged heat
flow and the temperature difference across the domain. Averaging over a period of 16 ns
yields a thermal conductivity of 142.9 W/m-K, which is slightly lower than the expected
146.5 W/m-K. In comparison, averaging the heat flows over any 2.4 ns period after the
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initial 1 ns gives thermal conductivities ranging from 141.8 to 145.4 W/m-K, all with less
than 4% relative error. At 300 K, our employed model predicts that around 53% of the
lattice thermal conductivity is contributed by phonons with MFPs larger than the 200 nm
domain length. The chances for these phonons to be scattered are relatively small but
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Figure 4.3 The time history of subcell temperatures for a pure silicon computational
domain [18]. The 200 nmx 10 nmx 10 nm domain consists of 20 cubic subcells that are
10 nm in dimension. The subcell adjacent to the hot wall (hot end subcell), the one
adjacent to the cold wall (cold end subcell), and the middle one are tracked here. Every
temperature point is averaged over the previous 800 time steps, or 0.48 ns.
One important aspect of the statistical MC simulation is the signal-to-noise ratio,
which is mainly reflected in the fluctuation of the heat flowing through the domain at
different time steps. Such fluctuations can always be decreased by reducing the bundle
size. However, this also requires a significantly larger computer memory that is not
feasible in many cases. Averaging the heat flow over a longer period of time can be used
to compensate the errors brought by large bundle sizes but requires more computational
time. In practice, a balance between computation time and computer memory usage is
required. The temperature difference between the cold wall and the hot wall can be
increased to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, mainly by increasing the signal (averaged
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heat flow). The accuracy of the calculation will be slightly affected because in this case
the thermal conductivity is an effective value averaged over a wider temperature range
and does not correspond well to a particular temperature.
4.5.3 Two-Dimensional Porous Silicon with Aligned Pores
Although it is one of the most important materials in the electronics industry,
silicon is unsuitable for some applications because of its high thermal conductivity.
Porous silicon, with its much lower thermal conductivity, could provide a simple solution
to widen the usage of silicon [40-43]. Along this line, nanoscale porous structures are
expected to introduce strong phonon size effects and further lower the thermal
conductivity from the prediction based on the classical Fourier heat conduction theory.
Surprisingly, experimental results showed that even microsize periodically arranged
through-film pores would still yield notable phonon size effects in silicon thin films [17].
This reduction in thermal conductivity cannot be explained using an averaged phonon
MFP that is on the order of a hundred nanometer. To better understand the phonon size
effects in porous silicon, we carry out frequency-dependent MC simulations on 2D
porous silicon with periodically arranged square pores, in which the pore dimensions
range from 5 nm to 2 pm.
It is assumed that phonons are all specularly reflected on the z-direction, i.e., the
top and bottom surfaces of the film shown in Fig. 4.4(a). This choice of the z-direction
boundary condition converts the problem into a 2D case where the z-direction film
thickness will not affect the results. The purpose of choosing this boundary condition is
to reduce the computational load since a small z-direction dimension can be chosen (1 to
10 nm for all cases). Figure 4.4(b) presents the simulated film structure with the chosen
computational domain, which is a square-shape period in the x-y plane, with a square
pore in its center. All phonons encountering the rough pore boundaries are reflected
diffusely. The silicon film is assumed to be n-type with a doping level as 5x 1015 cm-3.
The electronic thermal conductivity is negligible (<0.01 W/m-K from the Wiedemann-
Franz Law) for this low doping level and the electron-phonon scattering can also be
neglected. The constant A for impurity scattering is determined as 9.3x 10-50 s3, with A






Figure 4.4 a) Structure of the simulated porous silicon film [18]. The chosen
computation domain (marked by dashed line) is a single period with a square pore right
in its center. b) Top view of the film, with details of the computational domain.
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Based on the used parameters, the corresponding bulk lattice thermal conductivity
is slightly reduced to 145.9 W/m-K according to Eq. (4-26). In our simulations, the
period of the pores always equals twice the square pore size, resulting in a fixed porosity
D = 0.25. Without considering the phonon size effects, the Eucken model [44] from the
Fourier classical heat conduction theory predicts
kPoros kslid =(1- )/(1+t / 2) (4-27)
for cubic pores, and the calculated kPorous is 97.3 W/m-K.
A 10 K temperature difference is applied to the computational domain for cases
with period sizes up to 1 im. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, the temperature
difference is increased to 20 K for larger period sizes. The normalized temperature
contour for the 200-nm-period case is shown in Fig. 4.5(a), with subcells chosen as 5 nm
cubes. The normalization is performed as (T - Tmin )/(Tax - Tmin ), where T is the subcell
temperature, and the subscripts max and min denote the maximum and minimum
temperatures of subcells. Figure 4.5(b) presents the x-direction normalized temperature
distribution at a few typical y locations. When the spacing between adjacent pores is
smaller than the phonon MFPs, ballistic phonon transport becomes more important
compared with the internal phonon scatterings inside silicon. Therefore, close to the left
surface of the pore (facing the incoming heat flow) there will be a locally heated region
because it receives hotter phonons directly from the "upstream" adjacent pore. Similarly,
a locally cooled region will exist close to the back surface of the pore. In both cases, we
will have a negative local temperature gradient compared with the main x-direction
temperature gradient across the whole domain. These local "overshoots" do not violate
the second law of thermodynamics because no local thermal equilibrium is established
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The room-temperature in-plane lattice thermal conductivities, averaged over at
least 4 ns after the convergence of the temperature profile, are plotted as a function of
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Figure 4.6 Normalized in-plane lattice thermal conductivities of porous silicon films as a
function of period size [18]. The circles are the frequency-dependent MC simulation
results. The squares are results by solving the BTE for the same 2D unit cell [12], with
an averaged phonon MFP and isothermal wall boundary condition [19] applied. The
triangle is Song's experimental result of a 4.49 pLm thick silicon film with similar doping
level, 2.3 ptm pore diameter, 4 ptm pore spacing, and a corresponding porosity <D = 0.26
[17]. The Eucken model prediction (solid line) is plotted for comparison.
To clearly show the thermal conductivity reduction, all the values are normalized
by the bulk thermal conductivity ksolrd (145.9 W/m-K). Remarkable phonon size effects
can be observed even for a period size of 4 jim, which is one magnitude larger than the
averaged phonon MFP of 119 nm at 300 K. In comparison, solving the BTE based on the
gray-media approximation suggests k, / kSolid to be around 0.66 (shown in Fig. 4.6)
for exactly the same 2D unit cell with a phonon Knudsen number of 0.1, where the
Knudsen number is defined as the averaged phonon MFP divided by the period size [12].
Although isothermal wall boundary condition [19] is used instead of the periodic heat
flux boundary condition to solve the BTE, this comparison clearly shows that phonon
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size effects cannot be accurately predicted without considering the frequency-dependent
phonon MFPs.
Song et al. reported a 44.5 W/m-K (also shown in Fig. 4.6) lattice thermal
conductivity at 300 K for a 4.49 pm thick silicon film with similar doping level, 2.3 pim
pore diameter, 4 pm pore spacing, and a corresponding porosity D = 0.26 [17]. Our
current prediction is still higher than this result, which can be mainly attributed to two
factors. First, our simulation is 2D while the phonon scattering at the film top and bottom
surfaces are mostly diffuse [19]. We expect such diffuse scattering should further reduce
the thermal conductivity. Secondly, during the process of drilling through-film pores,
damaged surface layer may be created by the ion bombardment of the deep reactive-ion
etching [17], and effectively increase A,. The pore shape difference is not expected to be
very important because of the phonon diffuse scattering on the pore boundaries and
similar porosities. Despite the difference, our simulation shows that indeed size effects
exist even in micron range, consistent with experimental observations. Contribution of
long-MFP phonons to the thermal conductivity is significantly suppressed by the
scattering of periodically arranged pores, and such influence can be predicted only if
frequency-dependent phonon MFPs are considered.
4.5.4 Silicon Nanocomposites
To simulate the phonon transport inside nanocomposites, another critical
parameter is the phonon transmissivity across interfaces. Because no general theoretical
expression is available for the frequency-dependent transmissivity on a given interface,
we simply assume a frequency-independent transmissivity in simulations. Based on the
diffuse mismatch model, the interface transmissivity from material 1 to material 2 is
given by
7T'(T)= 2 (4-28)
U, (T)v, + U2 (T)v2
in which v and U are the averaged phonon group velocity and energy density at a given
temperature T, respectively [45-47]. For interfaces between two grains of the same
material, the transmissivity is fixed at 0.5. At 575 K, an average phonon transmissivity
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(T) = 0.57 is given by molecular dynamics simulations for silicon grain interfaces [48],
which is close to our estimation.
The studied n-type silicon nanocomposites were synthesized in two steps as
described in literature [2-8]. We first prepared nanopowders by high energy ball milling
bulk silicon together with the doping element chunks (3% phosphorous in mole).
Secondly, we hot-pressed the obtained Si.ooPo.03 nanopowders into a bulk disc and
measured its thermoelectric properties with commercial setups. The ZT of the
investigated sample reaches its peak around 0.55 at 1173 K. The averaged grain size in
the sample is determined as 200 nm by transmission electron microscopy. In MC
simulations, parameters used for silicon nanocomposites are listed in Table 4.1. The
lattice thermal conductivity kL is calculated by subtracting the electronic contribution ke
from the measured thermal conductivity (Fig. 4.7). Here ke is calculated by the
Wiedemann-Franz law, ke = L-T, where L is the computed Lorenz number [37], o- is
electrical conductivity, and T is absolute temperature. Due to large grain sizes, we do
not consider the grain interface influence on Lorenz numbers. In heavily doped n-type
silicon (n>1.Ox 1018 cm-3), shallow impurity levels within the band gap start to merge with
the conduction band so that the dopants are always completely ionized [49]. Therefore,
we assume n is fixed at the dopant concentration for all temperatures. The Fermi level
EF in Eq. (4-25) is calculated according to the n value.
Table 4.1 Parameters used for silicon nanocomposites. Temperature-dependent band gap
E, is used to calculate EF based on fixed electron concentration n. The electron density
of states effective mass is calculated for the lowest conduction band valley. The sound
velocity is averaged over TA and LA branches as v, = {2v,'TA + Vg,'LA /3.
Ed (eV) 49 m* (MO) Vg (m/s) Band gap Eg (eV) 50 d (kg/im3) n (cm 3)
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Figure 4.7 Lattice thermal conductivities of pure silicon (solid line), measured silicon
nanocomposite (filled triangles), calculated heavily doped bulk silicon with electron
concentration fixed at n =3.93x 1020 cm-3, and phonon-impurity scattering
coefficient A =1.Ox10-40 s3 (dashed line), and simulated 200-nm-grain-size nanocomposite
with the same n , A values (empty circles).
Despite the variation of grain shapes inside nanocomposites, we can approximate
the structure as packed equal-sized cubes. To avoid conflicts between our boundary
condition and grain interface scatterings of phonons, the chosen computational domain
boundary must be away from grain interfaces. Here the computational domain is chosen
as a cube consisting of eight adjacent cubes, each of which is 1/8 of a cubic grain. In
heavily doped polycrystalline silicon, unintentional impurities and imperfections will
contribute to impurity scattering and significantly increase the effective A value [51].
Therefore, we cannot predict A based on the doping concentration and A is normally
treated as a fitting parameter in analysis. By matching simulation results (empty circles
in Fig. 4.7) with experimental data (filled triangles) at 300 and 573 K, the phonon-
impurity scattering coefficient is determined as A =1.Ox 1 0 43 s3, which is on the same
order as pervious studies for polycrystalline silicon with similar grain sizes [51]. The
divergence between simulation and experimental results is within 6% at both
temperatures. Because of the strong internal scatterings of phonons, we find that grain
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compare, we use Eq. (4-26) to calculate the lattice thermal conductivities of bulk silicon
with the same internal scatterings of phonons (dashed line in Fig. 4.7). At 300 and 573 K,
adding grain interfaces will only reduce the lattice thermal conductivity by less than 6%
from its bulk counterpart. The weak influence of grain interfaces can be understood from
Fig. 4.8, which shows the accumulative contributions of phonons with different MFPs to
the lattice thermal conductivity. Figure 4.8 indicates that phonons with MFPs longer than
60 nm contribute negligibly to the lattice thermal conductivity at 300 K. At elevated
temperatures, internal scatterings of phonons inside grains are significantly enhanced and
thus the influence of grain interfaces becomes even weaker. Without conducting time-
consuming MC simulations, we can obtain reasonable agreement between our
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Figure 4.8 Room-temperature accumulated thermal conductivity of heavily doped bulk
silicon, with electron concentration fixed at n =3.93x 102 cm- , and phonon-impurity
scattering coefficient A 1.Ox 10~41 s3. The accumulation percentage a (A) is defined as
the percentage of lattice thermal conductivity that is contributed by phonons with MFP
less than A [31]. From the curve, we can observe that more than 40% of the lattice
thermal conductivity is contributed by phonons with MFPs larger than 20 nm, while close
to 80% of the lattice thermal conductivity is from phonons with MFPs larger than 10 nm.
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To take advantages of the interface scattering of phonons, much smaller grain
sizes are required. At 300 K, we find that the room-temperature lattice thermal
conductivity can be dropped to 3.0 W/m-K if grain sizes can be reduced to 10 nm, as
shown in Fig. 4.9. More accurate calculations may further consider the change of A in
such small grains with more complicated strain patterns. Due to dominant grain interface
scattering, the lattice thermal conductivities for 10 nm grain sizes are insensitive to
temperature variations [Fig. 4.10(a)]. Because Ref. 31 only provided phonon-phonon
scattering rates from 300 to 1000 K for our simulations, the lattice thermal conductivity
at 1173 K is linearly extrapolated from simulation results for 973 and 773 K. Slight
inaccuracy is expected in this treatment due to the weak temperature dependence of




Figure 4.9 Grain size dependence of room-temperature lattice thermal conductivities for
silicon nanocomposites with n =3.93x 1020 cm-3 , A = 1.Ox1043 s3 . For 200 nm grain sizes,
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Figure 4.10 (a) Predicted thermal conductivities of a silicon nanocomposite with 10 nm
grain sizes. Two typical grain interface barrier heights (5, 45 meV) are considered here.
The lattice thermal conductivity at 1173 K is linearly extrapolated from the results for
773 and 973 K. (b) Power factors predicted by the model developed in Ref r 52. (c)
Predicted thermoelectric figure of merit (ZT) for above two cases and corresponding
heavily doped bulk silicon.
For charge carrier transport inside nanocomposites, we have developed a model
based on the Boltzmann transport equation under the relaxation-time approximation [52].
The total relaxation time z- for all the scattering mechanisms is obtained by adding up the
scattering rates r, using Matthiessen's rule r-'= I3 r' [25,50]. Inside a gain, carriers are
scattered by acoustic lattice vibrations and ionized impurities [50,52]. On grain
interfaces, charge carriers are scattered by a potential barrier created by charges trapped
on the interfaces. The grain interface scattering of charge carriers is included into our
model by identifying a scattering potential and calculating the corresponding scattering
rate, which is then added to the scattering rates of other two mechanisms. Assuming the
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parameters in Table 4.1 are unchanged for 10 nm grain sizes, we use the same model to
predict ke and power factors S2 0. [Fig. 4.10(b)] for two typical grain-interface energy
barrier heights Ug (5, 45 meV [52]). The corresponding total thermal conductivities are
plotted in Fig. 4.10(a). Despite the difference in particular properties, two barrier heights
yield almost identical ZT curves with a maximum as 1.02 at 1173 K, shown in Fig.
4.10(c). Figure 4.10(c) also shows the predicted ZT of the bulk counterpart, with kL
from Holland's model and electrical properties predicted for U, =0 eV in our electron
transport model. The peak ZT at 0.56 is similar to our measured nanocomposites. For a
nanocomposite with 10 nm grain sizes, the peak ZT can be almost doubled and become
comparable to conventional SiGe alloys. The main challenge here is to effectively
prevent the nanograin growth during hot press and conserve the nano-features to scatter
phonons [8].
4.6 Transient Phonon Monte Carlo Simulations
In addition to calculating the lattice thermal conductivities of various periodic
structures, frequency-dependent MC Simulations can also be used to study transient
phonon transport [23]. One particular application could be the data analysis of pump-
probe measurements, in which an ultrafast laser "pump" pulse excites a sample and a
probe pulse is used for probing the sample's response after an adjustable delay time t. In
thermal conductivity measurements with this technique [53-55], the sample surface is
first coated with a thin metal layer (typically Al). A sudden temperature rise is created by
a pump pulse on the metallic film and the film temperature will decay with time due to
heat diffusion into the underneath sample. After the delay time, the film temperature is
measured by the probe pulse from its instantaneous reflectivity, which is a function of
temperature. In a series of measurements, the delay time t is changed to obtain the
complete temperature history of the sample. With known heat capacity of the sample, the
film temperature variation can be fitted using metal-sample interfacial thermal resistance
and out-of-plane thermal conductivity of the sample as fitting parameters in the model.
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As the first step, our analysis can focus on the single-pulse response of a sample.
At a time delay t after the pump pulse, heat penetrates a depth of -I51 into the sample,
with a as thermal diffusivity. Because the thermal diffusion equation fails on length
scales comparable to the MFPs of the dominant energy carriers, data analysis becomes
difficult for small t with Vat less than these phonon MFPs [56]. Combined with
frequency-dependent MC simulations, more dependable data analysis can be carried out
to explain sample temperature changes at all time steps.
In steady-state MC simulations, only acoustic branches are considered because
optical phonons normally have group velocities close to zero and thus contribute little to
thermal conductivities [25]. However, this is not the case for transient analysis. In
traditional heat transfer, such transient thermal processes always involve thermal
diffusivity a = k / Cp , in which C is specific heat, p is density, k is again thermal
conductivity [57]. Although optical phonons have negligible influence on k , they
account for a large percentage of C and is expected to strongly affect a. When we deal
with phonon transport, optical phonons can store energy carried by acoustic phonons and
thus contribute to subcell temperature changes. In the literature, the important role of
optical phonons in transient processes is not always realized. In Ref. 23, only acoustic
branches were considered for transient MC simulations and we should be cautious about
errors caused by this simplification.
Figure 4.11 shows the transient MC simulation results for 1D pure silicon, with
phonon-phonon scattering rates given by molecular dynamics simulations [31]. Heat
spreads inside a chosen 500x50x50 nm3 domain along the 500 nm direction, denoted as
the x direction. The domain is divided into 500 subcells (1 x50x50 nm3 in dimension)
along the x direction, corresponding to an x-direction spatial resolution as 1 nm.
Adiabatic boundary conditions are assigned to all walls of the domain, i.e., specular
reflection of all incident phonons. The initial temperature is assigned as T=50xexp(-
N/20)+300 (in K) for the Nth subcell from the x=O end (hot end). The temperature
history at location x=0 is simulated with and without considering optical phonons. To
simplify, here Einstein's model [25] is used for optical phonons, where they share the
same energy at 0.06 eV and the relaxation time of optical-acoustic phonon scattering is
fixed at 3 ps. Apparent difference can be observed between the two cases. Because
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around 40% of the thermal energy is stored in stationary optical phonons, cooling down
the hot end requires optical phonons to first transfer energy to acoustic phonons that can
finally carry the energy to the cold end. As heat reservoirs [60,61], optical phonons
significantly slow down the temperature changing process. The temperature profile
evolution of the computational domain is plotted in Fig. 4.12, considering optical phonon
contributions. Despite the fluctuations in calculated temperatures, we can clearly observe
the decay process of hot-end temperatures as heat spreads across the whole computation
domain.
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Figure 4.12 Temperature profile evolution of the simulation domain. Only the hot-end
half is plotted here.
To match the real experimental data, we also need to include the Al film into
simulations. In physics, major heat carriers in metals are electrons, while they become
phonons in silicon. More efforts should be dedicated to better treatment of the electron-
phonon energy exchange inside Al and the phonon transport across the Al-Si interface.
In literature, a two-fluid model [58,59] was used to describe the energy transfer inside Al,
in which the electron temperature T, and phonon temperature T, are coupled and solved
together. Without simulating detailed electron transport, here T, can be described by the
Fourier law as
Ce * =k, dIk --G (7T -T), (4-29)
d t dx2  e
in which C, is volumetric heat capacity of electrons, k, is electronic thermal
conductivity, G is the electron-phonon energy exchange rate per unit volume. With r
as the relaxation time of electron-phonon scattering, G is simply estimated by G = C, /r .
In MC simulations, T, is the phonon pseudo temperature T of a subcell, determined by
the numerical inversion of Eq. (4-5). On both the Al-Si interface (x =L) and the Al film
surface (x =0), adiabatic boundary condition is enforced to T,, i.e., k, d" =0. Atdx
every time step, T, is recalculated by solving Eq. (4-29) across the Al film thickness,
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with updated local T from the previous time step. Inside each Al subcell, phonons are
then either deleted or created according to T to compensate the energy exchange from
electrons to phonons, G(T - ). After processing electron-phonon energy exchange
inside Al, the rest of the simulation scheme is the same as that Section 4.2. Within each
time step, phonons in both Al and Si move with their individual group velocities and
traveling directions. During the process, phonons may be diffusely transmitted or
reflected by the Al-Si interface, or scattered by charge carriers, impurities, and other
phonons inside each material region. Again specular reflection boundary condition is
enforced to all boundaries of the computational domain.
As mentioned earlier, one challenge in MC simulations is how to accurately treat
phonon reflection and transmission on the Al-Si interface. For Si-Si interfaces, in MC
simulations phonons are assumed to only change their traveling directions after interface
scattering. For an asymmetric Al-Si interface, however, such simplification is no longer
valid. Because the highest allowed phonon frequency (am.) is smaller in Al, special
attentions must be paid to the transmission of Si phonons with frequencies higher than
omax Although these high-frequency silicon phonons contribute little to energy
transport at low temperatures, they are expected to be important at high temperatures and
their transmission should be correctly treated for accurate simulations. In addition, a
more accurate MC simulation should utilize a frequency-dependent phonon
transmissivity on the Al-Si interface. In principle, this can be obtained by molecular
dynamics simulations but only a few calculations were performed on other interfaces in
the past. Some future efforts may be dedicated to this aspect.
4.7 Summary
In this chapter, frequency-dependent MC simulations are carried out to study the
phonon transport inside 2D periodic porous silicon and 3D silicon nanocomposites. A
new boundary condition consisting of periodic heat flux with a constant virtual wall
temperature is developed for arbitrary periodic structures, enabling accurate thermal
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conductivity prediction with a single period as the computational domain. This work sets
up a framework for future studies of phonon transport inside periodic structures.
For lightly doped silicon, MC simulations show that a large thermal conductivity
reduction can be observed even in micro-porous structures, an effect that is not expected
if an average phonon MFP is used. This indicates that phonon size effects in lightly
doped nanostructured bulk silicon can be significantly underestimated if frequency-
dependent phonon MFPs are not included into the model.
For heavily doped silicon nanocomposites, we find that grain sizes on the order of
10 nm are required to observe strong phonon size effects. The lattice thermal
conductivity can be dropped to around 3.0 W/m-K for 10 nm grain sizes. With 10 nm
grain sizes and heavy doping, the lattice thermal conductivity can be dropped to around
3.0 W/m-K, which is a factor of 50 reduction from pure single-crystal silicon. Although
traditionally silicon is not considered for TE applications, our studies show that a ZT
above 1.0 is achievable in bulk silicon via the nanocomposite approach. Compared with
SiGe alloys, silicon nanocomposites eliminate the usage of expensive germanium, which
makes it more attractive for commercialization.
With more accurate information on phonon MFPs in other materials, frequency-
dependent MC simulations of phonon transport can also be conducted for their TE
nanocomposites to provide useful guidance for material synthesis. Along this line, one
interesting topic is the lattice thermal conductivities of PbTe and PbSe nanocomposites,
which we intensively investigated during 2005-2007. For micro-meter grain sizes, PbTe
nanocomposites showed a 25% lattice thermal conductivity reduction from the bulk value,
whereas the lattice thermal conductivity of PbSe nanocomposites was already close to the
bulk value. This cannot be explained based on the similar averaged phonon MFPs (both
around 20 nm at 300 K) for both materials. On the other hand, frequency-dependent
analysis at 300 K shows that 50% of the lattice thermal conductivity of PbTe is
contributed by phonons with MFP less than 40 nm [30], while 50% of the lattice thermal
conductivity of PbSe is carried by phonons with MFP less than 20 nm. According to this,
theoretically we expect much stronger phonon size effects in PbTe nanocomposites. The
comparison between my frequency-dependent MC simulations and measurement data
may finally clarify our puzzles.
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Chapter 5. Measurements on Grain Interface
Barrier Height and Nanopowder Bandgap
In this chapter, two novel techniques are introduced for the fundamental studies of
thermoelectric (TE) nanocomposites. As an important parameter for electron modeling,
the grain-interface barrier height was extracted from the impedance measurement of a
PbTe nanocomposite. In the thermoelectrics field, this is the first experimental attempt to
understand the influence of grain interfaces on charge carrier transport. This method can
be potentially extended to other nanocomposites as a general tool for grain interface
studies. Secondly, a simple bandgap measurement technique with nanopowders was
developed based on Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR). This provides a
convenient way to quickly check the bandgaps of various TE nanocomposites, which is
critical for theoretical analysis.
5.1 Interface Studies of Nanograin Boundaries using
Novel Capacitance Technique
Experimental results of BiSbTe nanocomposites suggest that the bipolar
conduction observed at elevated temperatures (refer to Chap. 2) can be suppressed in
nanocomposites. This benefits the high-temperature thermoelectric performance of these
nanocomposites in addition to the lattice thermal conductivity reduction caused by grain-
interface phonon scattering. Theoretically, this fact can be explained by assuming the
existence of an interfacial barrier that scatters more minority charge carriers than majority
charge carriers [1]. As a fitting parameter, this interface barrier height can be obtained
from the theoretical analysis of temperature-dependent material properties. On the other
hand, the suppressed bipolar conduction may also be attributed to the increased majority
carrier concentration in BiSbTe nanocomposites, which ranges from 2.5x 1019 to 2.9x 1019
cm-3 in comparison with 1.8x 1019 cm-3 for state-of-art ingots (3D bulk materials). In this
case, weaker bipolar conduction is anticipated because more thermally excited minority
carriers are required for bipolar conduction to take place in nanocomposites.
Experimentally, the first hypothesis can be verified by measuring the grain interface
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barrier height and comparing it with modeling predictions. In this section, impedance
measurements on a PbTe nanocomposite are performed to extract its grain interface
barrier height. More advanced measurements on a single grain interface are further
discussed in Chap. 6. In the future, similar work can be carried out on BiSbTe
nanocomposites to find out in more detail the cause of suppressed bipolar conduction,
which is important for ZT enhancements at elevated temperatures.
5.1.1 Concept of Interface Capacitance Measurement
In electron modeling, the influence of a grain interface is viewed as a potential
barrier to scatter charge carriers (Fig. 5.1) [2,3]. This potential barrier is formed as a
result of charge trapping by states on grain interfaces [3]. Such interface states can be
created by dangling bonds or other interfacial defects. They may also result from
impurity atoms trapped on the interface, which act as either donor or acceptor levels in
this case. The interface charge trapping leads to a depletion region with a width w, and
an associated static capacitance given by [3]
CO =0s-sO / W, (5-1)
where r ,s are the dielectric constant and vacuum permittivity, respectively.
Experimentally, the static capacitance C0 can be extracted from ac impedance
measurements [4-8]. The trapped charges per unit interface area, Q, and the potential
barrier height, 1BI can be calculated by [9]
Q =roNd , (5-2)
C0
Nde 2 2 EoNde2 , (5-3)
B 0,.so 8C 0 2
where Nd is the doping level, e is the charge per electron. For BixSb 2-xTe 3
nanocomposites (x~0.5), an effective Er is estimated to be 97 by averaging Er values
first among different crystal orientations in Bi2Te 3 and Sb2Te3, and then between these
two compositions (refer to Chap. 3). In addition, our TE property analysis [1] suggested
QB ~0. 1 eV in these nanocomposites, indicating w~13 nm according to Eq. (5-3). It can
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be justified that grain sizes (at least 20-30 nm) are typically larger than w in this case.
Otherwise, the whole grain is depleted and w is limited to the grain size in Eqs. (5-2) and
(5-3). For CoSb3-based or PbTe nanocomposites, the obtained grain sizes are much
larger (200 nm-1 pm) and this assumption is always valid.






Figure 5.1 Energy-band diagram and charge distribution at a grain boundary. This figure
presents an n-type sample with a barrier for electrons (majority carriers) and a trap for
holes (minority carriers) on its grain interface. A capacitance is associated with the
depletion region formed by charge trapping on grain interfaces. The boundary is
modeled as a symmetric Schottky barrier, whose equivalent circuit consists of a resistor
in parallel connected with a capacitor, as shown below the upper figure.
To study charge carrier transport across grain interfaces, ac impedance
measurements were conducted on polycrystals of silicon and various oxides (e.g. ZnO)
[4-8]. In a general test, the applied bias across a grain interface consists of an ac part and
an additional dc part. In the steady state, the capacitance was measured as a function of
temperature, ac frequency, and the additional dc bias. In transient measurements, the dc
bias was suddenly zeroed and the recovery history of the non-equilibrium capacitance
was recorded, from which the interfacial state spectrum can be derived [10-12]. In this
thesis, ac impedance measurements and the corresponding data analysis are demonstrated
in a PbTe nanocomposite. As the starting point, all ac measurements are focused on the
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steady state without an additional dc bias. In the thermoelectrics field, this is the first
attempt to understand the interface properties of TE nanocomposites and these results are
expected to have an impact on research topics related to "interface engineering".
5.1.2 Interface Admittance Model
Under an ac bias, the small-signal ac current across a grain interface consists of
two parts: one part is the current flowing over the barrier (B and the other part is a
displacement current due to the time dependence of the screening charge in the depletion
region. The over-the-barrier part here also includes the contribution from charge trapping
and emission at the interface. For a symmetric depletion region shown in Fig. 5.1,
theoretically it can be shown that the 'B variation is completely in phase with the
applied ac voltage [13]. In this situation, taking all current components into account
yields an effective interface admittance of go + icoC0 at all frequencies [13,14], where go
is the zero-bias dc conductance, and o is the ac angular frequency. Instead of constant
go and CO, previous measurements on both polycrystalline ZnO and Si suggested a
frequency-dependent interface conductance G* (co) and capacitance C* (co), where the
frequency dependence of C* (co) was normally much stronger than that for G* (co) [3].
These experimental observations were attributed to the out-of-phase 'DB variation under
an applied ac bias [3], caused by deep trap effects [13].
Figure 5.2B shows the carrier distribution in a depletion region with a single deep
trap level, which provides extra charges in addition to the dominant impurity
concentration Nd (shallow defects). In this situation, the grain-interface conductance G*
and capacitance C* are given as [13]
G* (w)=go+Co0 2 ni, , (5-4)
1+(r)
C*(W)= Co 1+ nj 2 ,(5-5)
1 +(OrT
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in which f, is the relaxation time of grain interface emissions, and a factor n, which is
used to weigh the importance of the deep trap level, are expressed as
e e-EIkT
T'cl 1+ 1 e(ET-E,)/kT 1+(N / Nd) (XI / XO) (5-6)
2
N, 1-X,/ X
n Nd 1+(N /Nd)(XI IxO) (57)
where the deep level energy ET and the Fermi level Ef both refer to the band edge, A*
is the Richardson constant, c is the capture cross section for interface trap emission, X,
(Xo) is the half depletion region width for deep-level (shallow) defects, N' (Nd) is the
charge concentration for deep-level (shallow) defects (see Fig. 5.2B). Without deep trap
levels (n, 0), C* (co) and G* (co) simply degrade to Co and go, respectively.
Consistent with experimental observations, Eq. (5-5) indicates that C* (C)
monotonically decreases with increased co. In physics, the characteristic emission rate of
interface traps (1/ft) imposes a limit on the rate at which charge transfer can occur
between the boundary and the grains. At high frequencies, charge carrier transfer into
and out of grain-boundary traps becomes impossible so that the capacitance C* (CO) is
expected to approach the static value Co [3]. Correspondingly, the high-frequency limits
of Eqs. (5-4) and (5-5) suggest G*(oo)=go + Con, / i, and C*(oo)= Co. The frequency for
C* (co) saturation is normally found experimentally because T, is rarely available for
studied grain interfaces.
When the charge distribution in Fig. 5.2 is known, the steady-state barrier height
1B can be determined by solving the Poisson equation, given as
2
B= e (NdX02+ NX), (5-8)
which is simply the superposition of D B for the shallow defects and the deep-trap level.
Based on the thermionic emission theory, go in Eq. (5-4) can be computed by [15,16]
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go A*eT -(B-EIkT (5-9)
kB
The Richardson constant is calculated by [16]
4frek 2m (m mo)(
A = B0 . ,(5-10)
in which m* is the density of states effective mass, m* is the conductivity effective mass
of charge carriers.







Figure 5.2 (A) Energy-band diagram and (B) charge distribution on a grain interface.
One deep bulk trap level is included in addition to shallow defects.
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5.1.3 Measurements on Bulk Samples
Because the grain-interface capacitance and conductance can be frequency-
dependent with deep trap levels, it is always necessary to conduct ac impedance
measurements at high frequencies where C*(o) and G*(w) are saturated. The
challenge of such measurements lies in the fact that a typical TE nanocomposite has an
electrical conductivity three orders of magnitude higher than that of silicon or oxide
polycrystals investigated in the past. When the ac frequency is increased to approach CO ,
the self inductance of a sample, Ls , was found to dominate the imaginary part of
measured impedance Z, and thus overshadow the interface capacitance contribution. In
this situation, Im(Z) may even become positive instead of an anticipated negative value
(Fig. 5.3A).
In principle, the self inductance of a conductor is caused by its surrounding
electromagnetic (EM) field and can be eliminated by shielding. With a gap between a
conductor and the shield, the self-inductance of a coaxial shielded sample is estimated by
[17]
Ls -l In D H/m, (5-11)21r d
in which po is vacuum permeability, D and d represent the cross-section dimensions of
the shield and the sample, respectively. Apparently we need to have D close to d to
eliminate Ls . At the beginning, a primitive shielding with thin copper pieces was used to
produce the result in Fig. 5.3A. The shielding setup was improved later, as shown in the
inset of Fig. 5.3A. The sample was held tightly by four copper plates around it, all of
which were sprayed with boron nitride to avoid shorting the sample. On the top copper
plate, two holes were drilled and voltage-probe wires were spark welded onto the sample
through the holes. Currents were injected from both ends of the sample, indicated by the
arrows.
Different from typical high-frequency ac shielding with Al foils, in these
measurements thick copper plates are required to effectively shield the low-frequency
EM field around the sample. For EM waves propagating into a shielding material, their




where a is again the electrical conductivity, f is the ac frequency, p is the
permeability of the shielding material. For f at 100 kHz, the skin depth is 0.2 mm even
in a good conductor like copper, and the skin depth becomes larger as f is reduced. To
effectively shield the EM waves, both the top and bottom copper plates in the Fig. 5.3A
inset were 6 mm in thickness.
The measurements were carried out on a p-type PbTe nanocomposite sample,
which was intentionally chosen for its low electrical conductivity (2016 S/in at 300 K).
The ratio between Re(Z) and Im(Z) is plotted in Fig. 5.3B. With the improved shielding,
the measured impedance Z shows a reliable trend up to 95 kHz, where the influence of
L, starts to be observed in Im(Z). In the 95-100 kHz frequency range, the sample self
conductance in the improved shielding setup is estimated by L, = A Im(Z)l / Aoa=16 nH,
which is a reasonably small value for a well shielded conductor. The improved shielding
with copper plates gives much more reasonable results compared with primitive shielding
using thin copper pieces. In the latter case, the measured impedance was also not
repeatable among different mountings.
0.7
RealZ) 200
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Figure 5.3 A) Real and imaginary parts of the measured impedance Z with a primitive
shielding provided by thin copper pieces. The improved experimental setup is drawn in
the inset. B) The ratio between the real and imaginary parts of Z. Results from different
shielding setups are compared.
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5.1.4 Data Analysis with the Brick Layer Model
The measured PbTe sample is a 3D network of grains joined with their interfaces.
The brick layer model [18] is employed to analyze the results, where the nanocomposite
structure is approximated by packed identical cubes and the measured impedance Z is
thus proportional to that for a single grain. The equivalent circuit of a single grain is
shown in Fig. 5.4. Because the PbTe grain sizes 1 I pm are typically much larger than
the depletion region width w , the conduction along grain-boundary sidewalls is not
considered here.
Without considering the exact number of grains inside a measured sample, the
ratio of Im(Z) and Re (Z) is directly compared with the prediction for a single grain in
the brick layer model (Fig. 5.4). This ratio is given by
Im(Z) / Re((Z)|= * 2 2 + RGIA. (5-13)
G2+ (wC') G*2 + (CC* )
Because G* (c) and C* (co) are evaluated per unit area, here the in-grain resistance RGI
is multiplied by the grain cross-section area A for consistency. For this PbTe sample, it
was annealed after the first measurement and its thermal conductivity was increased from
0.75 to 1.6 W/m-K, with grain sizes grown up to around 1 im. We can estimate the RGI
value based on the electrical conductivity c-. With L, as the sample length, L2 x L3 as
the sample cross sectional area, and the grain size d =1 im, then the resistance of this
sample is simply
RRGI(LI/d) 
- (5-14)(L 2 /d)(L 3 / d) L2LG'
which gives RGI A = RGId 2 d / -=5x 1014 -m2 . All parameters used for the p-type
PbTe nanocomposite are listed in Table 5.1, and the fitting results are presented in Table
5.2 and Fig. 5.5. Here CO, f,, ni, used in Eqs. (5-4) and (5-5), are treated as fitting
parameters. Because the grain interface charges from the deep trap level (-NIX, ) are
generally much smaller than that from the shallow defects (-NdXo), we can simply
neglect the influence of the deep trap level on OB (~ NX,2 ) so that the interface
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conductance go is determined by C based on Eqs. (5-3) and (5-9). The obtained D B is
comparable in magnitude to the bandgap Eg-0.31 eV at 300 K [19]. More accurate
analysis may further consider the dielectric constant variation on grain interfaces [21]. In
this case, the dielectric constant can be treated as another fitting parameter. According to
the fitted n, and i, values, C* (w) is reduced by a factor of 4.2 from low to high
frequencies and its saturation will take place above 1 MHz-rad. For heavily doped
nanocomposites, we may not suffer from the deep trap levels and the need to measure at
high frequencies for C* (o) saturation could be eliminated.




conduction along R'G 0 C"G
sidewalls
Figure 5.4 Equivalent circuit of a grain in the brick layer model [18]. Here RGI, RGB',
CGB'I are in-grain resistance, grain-interface resistance, and grain-interface capacitance,
respectively. Only half of the top and bottom grain boundaries are included in a grain.
Table 5.1 Parameters used for p-type PbTe. Both m* and m* are given in Ref. 19, with
m as the free electron mass. The Fermi level Ef , referred to the valence band edge E,
is calculated with a single band model based on the hole concentration p and the density
of states effective mass m* . The Richardson constant A* is calculated by Eq. (5-9).
p (cm-3) -E, (meV) m* (in m) m*, (in mo) *, [20]
2.5x10"1 53 0.187 0.05 4.33x105 400
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Table 5.2 Parameters determined by the theoretical fitting in Fig. 5.5.
RGI A (0rn2 ) C0 (F/m 2) i, (s) n go (S/m2) (DB (eV)






-02- Brick Layer model
0.01 M Measurement
0
0 2 4 6
c (Hzerad) X 105
Figure 5.5 Fitting the ratio between the imaginary and real parts of the measured
impedance Z.
5.2 Nanopowder Bandgap Measurement
As pointed out in Chap. 1, one challenge in thermoelectrics research is to find out
the bandgaps of nanocomposites with various compositions. For electron modeling, the
exact bandgap value is critical for the occurrence of bipolar conductions at elevated
temperatures [22]. However, it is always challenging to obtain accurate bandgap values
via either computations or experiments, especially for narrow-bandgap materials used for
TE applications. For example, the bandgap of pure CoSb 3 was reported to be from 0.031
to 0.7 eV by either calculations or measurements [23-37], which introduces big
uncertainties to theoretical analysis. Typically, the bandgap of a material can be
extracted from its light absorption pattern given by transmission measurements, or
reflectance measurements using the Kramer-Kr6nig relation [38]. Transmission
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measurements are mostly conducted on ~100 nm thick films, prepared by various
deposition techniques or epitaxial growth on a substrate that is transparent to infrared (IR)
light [39-42]. For nanocomposites, however, it is difficult to prepare thin films by
grinding them down to a uniform thickness on the order of 100 nm. On the other hand, it
is easy to prepare nanopowders by ball milling, which is also an essential step in making
nanocomposites. As a convenient method for nanocomposite bandgap measurements,
transmission measurements on nanopowders with Fourier Transform Infrared
Spectroscopy (FTIR) are pursued here. The challenge lies in that the measured
transmission is affected not only by nanoparticle absorption, but also by nanoparticle
scattering and substrate absorption. Generally speaking, the absorption of a nanoparticle
is proportional to its volume V, whereas its scattering strength is proportional to V2 [43].
For very small particles (V --+ 0), it is anticipated that the particle absorption becomes
more important compared with scattering effects. In principle, it is possible for us to
observe the absorption pattern even with light scattering of particles in the background.
For a PbTe nanopowder sample, a reasonable absorption pattern can be extracted, and the
bandgap estimated from this pattern is close to the literature value. In the near future,
similar tests can also be carried out on CoSb 3nanopowder samples and in this way clarify
puzzles about its bandgap.
For transmission measurements, a single-crystal KBr slice around 0.5-1 mm thick
is chosen as the substrate because of its high transmissivity in the photon energy range of
interest (0.2-0.5 eV). Figure 5.6 presents the energy-dependent transmissivity of a typical
KBr slice, in comparison to that for a disc cold pressed from KBr powders. Due to the
defects inside a cold pressed disc, its transmissivity significantly declines for energies
greater than 0.1 eV, which makes it unsuitable for bandgap measurements. In the
literature, bandgap measurements on powders were performed on discs cold pressed from
a mixture of the tested powder and KBr powder [44-46]. However, in practice it is
challenging to prepare high-quality discs simply by a cold press process, and here the low
transmissivity above 0.2 eV will introduce large uncertainties to our measurements. For
systematic studies, a comparison between different measurements also becomes difficult
due to the limited repeatability of the cold press technique. Keeping these in mind, using
a single-crystal substrate for the transmission measurements is more practical.
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In all tests, a nanopowder was first dispersed in isopropyl alcohol. A droplet of
this solution was sprayed onto a KBr slice so that nanoparticles were sparsely distributed
on the slice after the evaporation of the alcohol. Figure 5.7A presents the original
transmission of a KBr slice and that after loading Si or PbTe nanopowders onto this slice.
Both nanopowders were prepared from ball milling undoped commercial ingots. The
particle sizes were typically around 50 nm. Compared with the slice used in Fig. 5.6, the
transmission of this KBr slice was reduced at high energies possibly due to its rougher
surface. The KBr transmissivity with PbTe nanoparticles was consistently lower than
that with Si nanoparticles because more nanoparticles were loaded for the former case.
To check the influence of adding nanoparticles on the KBr transmission, the ratio
between the KBr transmissivity with/without nanoparticles is computed (Fig. 5.7B).
Above 0.1 eV, the transmission ratio for the Si nanoparticle case becomes independent of
the photon energy up to 0.8 eV. Below 0.1 eV, this ratio decreases with increased photon
energy mainly due to the significant scattering increase of nanoparticles. For particle
sizes much less than the light wavelength 2 , the scattering is proportional to A-
(Rayleigh scattering [43]) and varies significantly in this energy regime. Although
phonons in Si absorb photon energies below 0.2 eV (Fig. 5.8) [47,48], this weak effect
cannot be clearly observed from these measurements. In contrast, the light absorption by
PbTe nanoparticles above their bandgaps would further reduce the KBr transmissivity in
addition to the transmissivity reduction caused by nanoparticle scattering, marked by the
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Figure 5.6 Transmissivity of a typical single-crystal KBr slice, compared with that for a
cold pressed KBr disc. The transmissivity fluctuations above 0.6 eV can be attributed to
the increased inaccuracies of our FTIR system because its light source intensity (see the
inset) becomes very weak above 0.6 eV.
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Figure 5.7 A) Transmissivity of a KBr slice with/without nanopowders. With PbTe
nanopowder, the transmissivity decays slightly faster for E > 0.4 eV. B) Ratio between
KBr transmissivity with/without nanopowders in Fig. 5.7A. Due to light absorption
above their bandgaps (0.31 eV for PbTe [19]), PbTe nanopowders would further reduce













Figure 5.8 Absorption coefficient of bulk Si [47]. In the energy range from 0.04 to 0.2
eV, light is absorbed by phonons inside Si.
For light passing through a thin film, its intensity is reduced by a factor of
exp(at) [43,48], in which a is the absorption coefficient of the film, t is the film
thickness. Here the influence of transmission/reflection on the back and front surfaces of
the film is neglected. For a layer of nanoparticles, its absorption can be approximated as
that for a thin film, with thickness t replaced by an averaged particle diameter d. For
d -> 0 , the additional light intensity reduction by the particle layer absorption is simply
1- exp (-ad)~ ad. Based on this simplification, the pattern of a can be found by
subtracting the calculated PbTe transmissivity ratio in Fig. 5.7B from the value without
absorption (straight line in Fig. 5.7B). Figure 5.9 shows the extracted absorption patterns
from two independent tests, where PbTe absorption always occurs at around 0.3 eV. In
the literature, the band gap of PbTe at 300 K is 0.31 eV [19], which is consistent with the
results in Fig. 5.9. The absorption below the bandgap can be attributed to charge carrier
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Figure 5.9 Absorption pattern extracted for PbTe nanopowder. The dashed line is for the
test in Fig. 5.7B. The solid line is extracted from a separated test with another KBr slice.
Despite the noise in this simple measurement (Fig. 5.9), the bandgap thus
determined agrees reasonably well with the literature value. With even smaller grain
sizes, our measurements can be more sensitive to particle absorption rather than to the
particle scattering. Compared to measurements using cold pressed discs, much less
nanopowder is required for our simpler method and the additional step of cold press is
also eliminated. This FTIR technique can be used as a general approach to quickly check
the bandgaps of various TE nanopowders.
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Chapter 6. Future Research Directions
Different from previous chapters, this chapter covers additional topics that are
related to my current thermoelectric (TE) research. Continued work on these topics can
be important for the future development of TE nanocomposites.
6.1 Annealing Effects on ZT of PbTe nanocomposites
One important topic of material science research is to improve materials
properties by post processes such as annealing. Unrestricted to BiSbTe nanocomposites
as discussed in Chap. 2, annealing effects were also investigated for other TE
nanocomposites mainly to improve their thermal stabilities at high temperatures. In
previously investigated PbTe, PbSe, and (PbTe)x/(PbSe)1 x nanocomposites, we found
that carrier concentrations were significantly reduced by baking them for hours above
200 'C. Correspondingly, afterwards the room-temperature electrical conductivities can
be decreased by a factor of 2-4 and Seebeck coefficients are increased (Fig. 6.1). Such
changes may be attributed to carrier concentration reduction caused by grain interface
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Figure 6.1 Property change of a typical PbSe nanocomposite during high-temperature
measurements. The sample stayed at each measurement point for 30 minutes. The time
history is indicated by the arrows.
For CoSb3-based nanocomposites, we also found that sample properties may still
change during high-temperature measurements. To avoid this, in practice we usually
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anneal samples above 500 C after hot press till their properties saturate at such
temperatures.
6.2 N-type Bi 2Te3-Based Nanocomposites
Despite the high ZT obtained in p-type Bio.4Sbi.6Te3 nanocomposites, little
processing has been made in their n-type counterpart. In bulk Bi 2Te 3-based TE materials,
the most widely used composition for n-type samples is Bi2Te 3.ySey (O<y<0.3) [1,2].
However, the mechanical deformation caused by ball milling introduces many Te
vacancies [3] (donors in Bi2Te 3) that always over-dope n-type nanocomposites, resulting
in a much lower power factor than that for an optimized carrier concentration. To check
the influence of ball milling, we prepared pure Bi2Te 3 nanocomposites from elemental
chunks, and they were all n-type instead of p-type for bulk Bi2Te3. It was clear that ball
milling could introduce extra donors into a Bi 2Te3-based nanocomposite and to even
change its type, similar to the function of oxidation in Bi2Te3. In comparison, pure
Sb2Te 3 nanocomposites from element chunks were always p-type as expected. The
influence of ball milling was weak in our p-type BiSbTe nanocomposites because they
were predominantly Sb2Te 3 in composition. However, it became important for a typical
n-type nanocomposite with over 90% Bi2Te3 in its composition.
Two issues should be addressed for Te vacancies in n-type nanocomposites. First,
we need to understand how they scatter electrons and phonons and thus affect transport
properties. More importantly, we should investigate methods to annihilate them, possibly
by post annealing or composition adjustment. On the other hand, we can focus on how to
further reduce the lattice thermal conductivities by either restricting the grain growth or
creating nano-sized pores inside the material. In addition to further shortening the hot
press period and using fast cooling after the hot press, the former one can also be
achieved by coating nanoparticles with a non-diffusive material before hot press. The
latter one was suggested in the literature [4,5] but we should be cautious about possible
deterioration in the electrical conductivity due to disordered pores. Such pores can be
created by adding evaporative elements into nanocomposites and annealing them after
hot press to remove residual evaporative elements.
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For a TE device, the averaged (Z) in Eq. (3-3) of Chap. 2 is mainly limited by
the leg with a lower Z value [2]. Currently, the peak ZT of our best n-type
nanocomposites is close to 1.0, which is comparable to state-of-art commercial ingots.
To make full use of the ~1.4 peak ZT of our p-type nanocomposite, an n leg with a
compatible high ZT is always preferred and more efforts should be dedicated to the
development of n-type nanocomposites with superior performance.
6.3 Nanocomposites for Low Temperature Applications
Another important aspect of Bi 2Te3-based nanocomposites is for low-temperature
applications (T<300 K). Because phonons in a bulk sample have longer MFPs at lower
temperatures, the grain boundary scattering of phonons is expected to be more important
than that above 300 K. And we expect more apparent thermal conductivity reduction in
nanocomposites compared with their bulk counterpart materials. Remarkable ZT
enhancements are expected if the electrical properties can be maintained. Combined with
high-temperature measurements, low-temperature studies could also benefit our physical
understanding of various scattering mechanisms of charge carriers. For instance,
impurity scattering of charge carriers becomes important at cryogenic temperatures,
while acoustic deformation potential scattering is normally the dominant mechanism
above room temperature. Theoretical studies across the whole temperature range will
help us to better understand the phonon and electron transport inside nanocomposites.
For low-temperature TE samples, Bi 2-xSbxTe3 (x<0.5 here, in contrast with x>1.5
for p-type samples) [6] or more complicated compositions, such as Bi.8Sbo. 2Te2.85 Seo.15
doped with SbI3 [7], were recommended in addition to Bi 2Te3.ySey (0<y<0.3). For even
lower temperatures, BixSb1 x alloys are widely used [2]. Some future research may be
carried out on nanocomposites with these compositions.
6.4 Single Grain Interface Impedance Measurements
Although reasonable results were obtained in the impedance measurements on a
bulk PbTe sample in Chap. 5, the data analysis was very coarse in that the nanocomposite
structure was simplified as packed identical cubes. In reality, the grain sizes may be
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distributed over a wide range and their shapes may also significantly vary inside a
nanocomposite [8]. Ideally, we should conduct ac impedance spectroscopy
measurements across a single grain interface so that we have much less uncertainties in
our analysis.
For a bulk sample, we always find that the self-inductance impedance, iOL,, can
overshadow interface capacitance signals at the high frequencies required for C(a>)
saturation. Therefore, we explored the possibility of measuring high-resistance thin film
samples so that the self-inductance signals could become less important. Figure 6.2
presents a schematic diagram of this experimental setup. A bridge region is fabricated in
the middle part of the film by ion beam milling and cutting. The width and thickness of
the bridge can be controlled to be comparable to the averaged grain size. By loading the
traveling voltage probes right across a grain interface along the bridge, we can conduct dc
measurements to find the grain-boundary electrical resistance [9] and ac measurements of
its impedance [10]. The interface capacitance can then be completely determined from
these results. For dc measurements, voltage probes can also be loaded inside a grain to
measure the in-grain resistance Rg1 , This is important for us to distinguish the resistivity
contributions from grain interfaces and grain interior parts. Figure 6.3 shows a scanning
electron microscope (SEM) image of a suspended thin film sample with a bridge region
in its middle, prepared by Dr. Yucheng Lan at Boston College. Both ends of the sample
were fixed onto a Cu grid by electrically nonconductive glue to avoid any shortage. For
this test, a YbxCo 4Sbi nanocomposite sample with grain sizes ~1 pm was used. The
bridge cross section had a dimension around 2 tm (inset of Fig. 6.3) so that we could
measure the electron transport across one or a few grains.
Our measurements were conducted under a SEM equipped with four movable
electrical probes (Figs. 6.4A, B). However, it was later realized that the electrical contact
between the probes and the tested sample could result in unexpected noise detrimental to
the proposed measurements. To improve these contacts, we tried to increase the loading
force of the probes but the thin-film sample was always damaged even with an
underneath supporting substrate. Other attempts of patterning metal lines onto a thin-film
sample as electrical probes [10] also encountered the same contact problem, resulting in
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very noisy signals. This may be attributed to possible oxidation on the thin film surface
and for this reason better surface cleaning before metal deposition is required.
Current Traveling voltage probesCurrent
Substrate as heat reservoir
Figure 6.2 Schematic diagram of a traveling voltage probe setup to measure the
capacitance and resistance across a single grain interface. In the middle of a thin-film
sample, a bridge region with its cross-section dimension comparable to the grain sizes is
fabricated by cutting off the blank region with ion beams.
Figure 6.3 An SEM image of the real setup. With ion beams, the middle part of the
sample (inset) was first milled down to a few micrometers and then a bridge region was
fabricated by removing the material on both sides of the bridge.
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Figure 6.4 A) Four-probe electrical measurements under a SEM. Two voltage probes are
loaded right across a bridge region. In ac measurements, periodic Peltier heating/cooling
and Joule heating will occur at the current injection locations. Such temperature
variations may introduce an additional ac Seebeck voltage across the sample. To avoid its
influence on voltage measurements, the current probes were located away from voltage
measurement region by -400 gm. This distance is at least one magnitude longer than the
length scale of ac temperature oscillations, a / f , with a as the sample thermal
diffusivity and f as the used ac frequency. B) Two tungsten probes loaded onto a
sample under a SEM. The radius of the probe tip is -10 nm.
6.5 Electrostatic Force Spectroscopy
For CoSb3-based nanocomposites with relatively large grain sizes (200 nm-i pm),
it is also possible to employ Electrostatic Force Spectroscopy (EFS) based on an Atomic
Force Microscope (AFM) to measure the trapped charges on a single interface [11]. In
this case, the local static charge of the scanned surface is related to the electrostatic force
between the probe tip and the surface (Fig. 6.5). I collaborated with Dr. Shuo Chen at
MIT in this effort. In all measurements, the sample topography is first scanned by an
AFM and then the local electrostatic field is mapped with a dc bias applied between the
sample and the AFM tip. The contrast between the two will give us information on the
surface charge distribution. However, in practice the sample surface roughness needs to
be controlled to be less than 1 nm to observe such a contrast. This is difficult to be
achieved by either chemical-mechanical polishing or focused ion beam cutting/polishing.
In addition, the possible contamination layer on the sample surface after polishing may
also weaken the electrostatic force signals. In the preliminary tests, no grain interfaces
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could be identified from the contrast between two scanning images. Better surface
polishing and cleaning is critical for this study in the future.
Figure 6.5 Concept of the Electrostatic Force Spectroscopy (EFS) measurement. The
scan is performed with/without a dc bias between the tip and the sample. The contrast
between the two gives the distribution of interface trap charges.
6.6 Other Recommended Research Directions
In addition to above topics, a few other research directions may also be pursued in
the future. Combination between fundamental theories and experimental studies are
required for the advancement of these topics:
1) Mechanical Properties of TE Nanocomposites
Over the years, tremendous efforts were dedicated to the superior mechanical
properties of various nanocomposites [12-14]. Lattice mismatch between nanoparticles
generates residual stresses inside nanocomposites. Combined with the large interface
density, defined as interface area per unit volume, the resulting mechanical properties of
nanocomposites are expected to be dramatically different from their bulk counterparts.
For TE materials, good mechanical properties can be crucial for device fabrication and
operation. In this aspect, TE nanocomposites not only provide a higher ZT but also have
advantages in manufacture. The improved mechanical properties were repeatedly
observed from our experience of cutting TE legs. Compared with a start-of-the-art ingot,
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BiSbTe nanocomposites generally possess better tolerance for mechanical damage and
are less likely to be broken. In the future, tests on the hardness, thermal expansion, and
other mechanical properties should be conducted for nanocomposites, which can also be
useful for device design purpose.
2) Phonon Transport across a Grain Interface
For nanocomposites, the Monte Carlo simulation technique enables us to
investigate the thermal conductivity spectrum and phonon transmission/reflection
spectrum across a grain interface. This provides important guidance for phonon
engineering that employs different mechanisms to effectively scatter phonons in
particular frequency ranges. The interface thermal resistance can be estimated to
compare with measurements using heat pulse propagation across an interface, similar to
the work on a bonded silicon wafer [15]. The modeling can also be further related to
detailed interface conditions obtained by advanced tools, such as micro-Raman
spectroscopy and electron microscopy. Impurities trapped on interfaces, inter-grain
diffusion, and grain growth during hot pressing should be well addressed to obtain small
grains with large interface thermal resistance. Some of these may also be explored
theoretically by methods such as molecular dynamics simulations. In the long term, these
interface studies can also incorporate the influence of nanoscale mechanical stresses
determined by some advanced techniques [16,17].
3) Thermal Insulation Material
Advanced thermal insulation materials play an important role in thermal energy
conservation for buildings, heat storage tanks, and other large-scale systems.
Unrestricted to thermoelectrics, nanocomposites are promising candidates for a wide
range of applications, including thermal insulation materials with superior mechanical
strength. Improvement can be achieved by further reducing grain sizes and modifying
grain interfaces. With evaporative elements embedded in nanocomposites, we are also
able to create nano- and micro-pores inside samples by high temperature annealing. The
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